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M E T H O D  O F  E N T R Y

Back in 1991 Sigma Security Devices entered the world of Method of Entry and changed it 
forever with the introduction of the now famous Enforcer door ram. This revolutionary tool 
dramatically reduced the time it took to breach a closed door and proved an immediate hit 
with police forces and fire brigades across the UK.

Over the following two decades Sigma has established itself as one of the world’s leading 
manufacturers and suppliers of MoE / Forced Entry equipment. We are extremely proud of our 
close working relationships with our customers in the tactical community, and by constantly 
reacting to their operational feedback we have developed an innovative range of specialised 
yet user friendly tools to help make forcible entries as quick and safe as possible. In addition 
research into building and security technologies ensure that new tools are always ready to 
defeat the latest security products when they appear on the market.

Apart from supplying any tool you will ever need to get in anywhere, Sigma also caters for 
the demand for all the ancillary equipment that goes along with Forced Entry. We have 
brought together the finest available personal protective equipment, storage solutions, search 
equipment, loudspeaker systems and vehicle arresting products which really justifies our tag 
of ‘The One Stop Entry Shop’.

Sigma has also developed strong alliances with other like-minded companies from around 
the world and stocks items from brand leaders such as Broco, Paratech, IML, Cobra Optics, 
Nightsearcher and KP Industries. In addition, a network of agents in Europe, the US and Asia 
make sure that the name and reputation of Sigma is spread far and wide. From our own 
factory in London the design and production team not only offer the standard range  
of equipment but also undertake special design and manufacturing work for many 
Government agencies.

Naturally the tool is only as good as the operator, and to ensure peak performance of 
both Sigma also offers every level of training from basic hand tools, through hydraulic and 
pneumatic systems and up to thermal arc cutting. Courses can be carried out at our own 
training facility in London or at any location worldwide using our special transportable 
training rigs that can offer unlimited, repetitive and realistic practice. Custom training rigs 
built to whatever spec you require can also be purchased for permanent installation or mobile 
training use. 

If ever you have any questions or queries with regards to our range of equipment or services, 
or if you would like to arrange a demonstration of our tools so you can see how effective they 
are, please don’t hesitate to contact us at Sigma and we would be more than happy to give 
you the advice you need.

about us

sigma security devices ltd - unit 5, connect 10, foster road, ashford, Kent, tn24 0fe
tel: 01233 503020   fax: 01233 503221                  WWW.sigmasecuritydevices.com

‘we are extremely proud of our close working 
relationships in the tactical community’
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by road
Sigma Security Devices is situated just off the M20 in Ashford, Kent, only 30 minutes from 
the M25. Leave the M20 at Junction 10 and join the A2070 signposted to Hastings/S.Ashford/
Sevington and the International Station. Follow the road for 0.2 miles and then turn right into 
the central slipway signposted for Ashford Business Park into Barrey Road. Follow the road 
round to the left and take the first right into Foster Road and the Connect 10 Business Park is 
the first turning on your left.

by rail
Ashford International is serviced by frequent trains eastbound from London (Charing Cross, 
Victoria, London Bridge and Cannon Street) and westbound from Dover and the Eurostar. The 
station is situated within a 5 minute journey to Connect 10 Business Park by taxi or if you let us 
know you’re coming we can arrange to meet you and pick you up...how’s that for service!
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By road 
l Leave the M20 at Junction 10 and join the 
 A2070 signposted to Hastings/S.Ashford/ 
 Sevington and the International Station. 
l  Follow the road for 0.5 miles and then turn 
 right into central slipway signposted for 
 Ashford Business Park into Barrey Road.
l  Follow the road round to the left and take
 the first right into Foster Road and the  
 Connect 10 Business Park is on your  
 first left. 
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Pages  31-42 
 
When you require a more covert option for your MoE operations look  
no further than our ever expanding range of hydraulic, pneumatic 
and electrical tools.

Pages  47-57
 
There are times when you need to remain undetectable or gain 
access at height during operations and this section covers both.

Pages  77-81
 
Good quality MoE equipment is an investment that you will want 
to keep looking its best, and with our range of equipment bags you 
can combine the ideal storage solution with something that will also 
help ease tool transportation.

Pages  82-91 
 
During an operation you need powerful yet reliable light sources, 
and Sigma’s vast range of lighting products can suit every 
eventuality and budget.

Pages  06-30 
 
This section shows that Kinetic MoE is not only about the ENFORCER 
but that Sigma can cater for any needs that you may have. 

Pages  43-46 
 
If you and your team require the ultimate cutting capability in  
man-carried breaching torch systems then our range of Broco® 
products are for you. 

Pages  58-76
 
No matter what the operation your protective equipment is 
paramount to your personal safety.

Kinetic  
moe

hydraulic 
& electric 
tools

broco  
thermic  
cutting

search  
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Protective 
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contents
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Pages  96-102 
 
In the event of an emergency, or just for basic crowd control, our 
range of loudspeaker and hailing devices will help you be loud  
and clear. 

Pages  105-108 
 
There are always items that don’t fit neatly into a suitable category 
and these are ours! 

Pages  111-112 
 
From complete beginners courses to advanced training, take 
advantage of our vast MoE knowledge and experience to instruct 
you on the best ways to safely gain entry with speed, control and 
minimal damage.

Pages  113-114 
 
The last thing you need on an operation is for your kit to fail due to 
poor maintenance, so it is important to regularly inspect and service 
your fleet. 

Pages  92-95
 
When the human eye can no longer provide us with a sufficient 
visual there is always help at hand with Sigma’s Photography and 
Night vision range.

Pages  103-104
 
Whether you are trying to stop a vehicle in a hurry or to prevent  
a stationary vehicle from fleeing then Sigma have got the options  
for you.

Pages  109-110 
 
The old saying ‘practice makes perfect’ is especially true in our 
field, and you can’t afford to be anything else when you are 
conducting a live entry on a premises. But where do you practice? 

PhotograPhy 
& night vision
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devices

vehicle  
arresting 

general
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& rePairs

training
COURSES

training 
rigs
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Back in 1992 Sigma Security Devices created the 
ENFORCER, and it has since become the best known 

Method Of Entry tool. It has sold in its thousands 
around the world and has proved itself to be the 

leading battering ram on the market. 

This section shows that Kinetic MoE is not 
only about the ENFORCER but that Sigma 

can cater for any needs that you may 
have. These include tackling inward 

and outward opening doors, lock 
snapping and ripping, hinge 

pulling and bolt cutting - 
whatever it is we at Sigma 

have got it covered.

POWER AND CONTROL
Kinetic moe
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- Single man operation
- Designed for use in confined spaces
- For inward opening doors
- NATO Stock No 5120998910546

The Enforcer is the original and still the most reliable door opener around. 16kg of 
hardened steel combined with a unique design that impacts at over 3.5 tons means that 
most residential doors, even reinforced, will submit within 1-2 seconds.
 
The Enforcer has been able to open doors fitted with up to seven different locks, bolts 
and chains with a single blow, proving why it has sold thousands the world over.

length - 58cm (23”) Weight - 16kg

- Buy all three items and save money
- For maximum protection when using the Enforcer
- High quality design and manufacture

This kit comprises of an Enforcer, Mitts and Forearm Protectors. The 
mitts and forearm protectors have been designed to offer the wearer 
a high level of protection against hand and forearm injury during MOE 
operations when using the Enforcer. The 18” puncture-resistant, double 
palm leather.

forearm Protectors 1008
The Forearm Protectors, in conjunction with the Mitts, have been 
designed to offer the wearer the highest level of protection when using 
the ram family of tools. The 46cm puncture resistant, double palm 
leather mitts (2 layers of leather with a Kevlar interlining) extend up 
to the elbow and provide excellent resistance against abrasion and 
puncture. The 2mm Forearm Protectors, worn inside the mitts, provide 
additional puncture and crush protection. We recommend the use of 
both mitts and forearm protectors together for maximum protection.

Weight - 300g Length - 21cm (8”) Max Diameter - 11cm (4.5”)
Thickness - 2mm Material - Poly Colour - Transparent

Protective leather mitts 1007
These mitts have been designed to offer the wearer the highest level of protection when using the Enforcer family 
of tools in MoE operations. The 46cm (18”) puncture-resistant, double palm leather mitts (two layers of leather 
with a Kevlar interlining) extend up to the elbow and provide excellent resistance against abrasion and puncture. 
We highly recommend the use ofboth mitts and forearm protectors together for maximum protection.

length - 46cm (18”) leather outer - chrome tanned split leather, 1.2 - 1.4mm thick
lining material on palm - chrome tanned split leather, 1.2 - 1.4mm thick

enforcer - CODE 1001

enforcer Kit - CODE 1013

Kinetic moe
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- Single man operation
- Shorter version of the Enforcer for fire and firearms applications
- For inward opening doors

The Firecracker is the feisty sister of the Enforcer and has been specially designed 
with a shorter overall length for applications where size is really important, such a 
Firearm Teams and Fire and Rescue Services. The same weight and packing the same 
punch as the Enforcer, the Firecracker is the small but perfectly formed alternative.

length - 46cm (18”) Packaging dimensions - 64cm x 20cm x 14cm

Weight - 16kg (35lbs) colour - fire yellow

- Single man operation
- More powerful successor to the Enforcer
- Designed for use in confined spaces
- For inward opening doors

The natural successor to the Enforcer, the Disrupter takes over from the original and 
most respected door opener around. 18kg of hardened steel combined with a new 
improved design (with the front handle located further back) ensures that impacts 
are higher, more effective, and at the same time safer in use.

length - 58cm (23”) Packaging dimensions - 64cm x 20cm x 14cm

Weight - 18kg (40lbs) colour - covert black

- Amazingly effective for size
- Compact yet powerful
- Perfect for Fire and Rescue Operations

Specifically designed for the Fire and Rescue Services where space is at a premium 
on appliances the tool comes with all the proven features of the Enforcer family of 
rams.Only 16” long and weighing in at 10.5kg this ‘petite’ tool packs a punch that 
will surprise. Its size means that not only is it easy to stow but can be used in difficult 
conditions where other tools are just impossible to use. Never leave home without one!

length - 42cm (16”) Width - 14.5cm ( 6”) height - 17.3cm (7”)

Weight - 10.5kg (23lb) colour - yellow

firecracKer - CODE 1022

disruPter - CODE 1033

baby ram - CODE 1044

Kinetic moe
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- Can be made to your own spec
- Adapt the tool to your needs
- Any colour you like 

While our standard 16kg Enforcer covers most bases, there may come a time when 
you are in need of something that’s more tailored to your specific needs. Because 
Sigma has its own manufacturing facility we can adapt this hard hitting tool to your 
exact requirements, whether that means a colour swap, a design tweak or a change 
in the tool’s weight. Please give us a call to discuss exactly what you’re after and we 
can advise and custom build units to suit your needs.

- Single man operation
- The ultimate ‘Enforcer’ type tool
- For inward opening doors

As its name suggests, the Sumo is not to be messed with. Weighing in at a hefty 21kg 
(46lbs) you need plenty of muscle power as well as good technique to get the most 
from this tool, but for sheer door busting ability from a one-man tool it cannot be 
beaten. The Sumo is suitable only for the very fit and experienced operator.

length - 46cm (18”) Packaging dimensions - 64cm x 20cm x 14cm

Weight - 21kg (46lbs) colour - blue

- Two man operation
- Massive power for its size
- For all inward opening doors

Manufactured as a direct result of customer demand, the Two Man Enforcer needs a 
lot of space in which to work effectively. If you have the room to operate then this 
tool’s 25kg can generate huge power to open any inward opening door. While the 
Firecracker will run rings around it in the agility stakes when it comes to sheer power 
this tool is the only answer.

length - 80cm (32”)  Weight - 25kg (55lbs)  colour - red

custom enforcer - £call 

sumo - CODE 1023

2 man ram - CODE 1041

Kinetic moe
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 - £275.00 - CODE 7740

Kinetic moe
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Taking Sigma’s range of MOE 
rams into a new compact and 

collapsible dimension, the 
patented V8 Ram packs a heavy 
punch despite its small stature.

When folded completely flat the 
8kg V8 ram measures just 27cm 

long, 16.5cm wide and 7cm 
tall, allowing it to be carried 

covertly within a small bag or 
even on a tactical vest. This 
means that the operator has 

much more freedom compared 
to when carrying a static-

handled ram.

When the V8’s power needs to 
be called upon it only takes 

a few seconds to click the 
handles into position, while the 

flip-down hand guard protects 
the forward hand from injury 
during breaching. To fold the 
handles back down again you 

simply disengage the sprung lock 
pins and the V8 is ready to be 
stored. It couldn’t be easier.

Highly effective on lightweight 
exterior and most interior 

doors, the V8 is the perfect 
accompaniment to EMOE 

and ballistic breaching 
systems, and it can 

also prove invaluable 
during particularly 

cramped operational 
situations.

V8
RAM

COMPACT AND VERSERTILE

dimensions 

(folded) - 27cm (l), 

16.5cm (w), 7cm (h)

(rigid) – 38.5cm (l),  

16.5cm (w), 18.5cm (h)

Weight : 8kg

colour: black

tool! 

new



- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing
- Lightweight version
- Chrome finish

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 
operations this lightweight tool is just as 
effective for Police and Military personnel 
for outward opening doors, grilles, gates  
and windows. Smashing glass, tearing open padlock hasps or lifting floor boards, the Hooligan Tool can handle 
it all. With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength, then fitted to a 
2.5cm (1”) stress proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable.

length - 24” (61cm)  Weight - 3.09kg (6.8lb)

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing
- 3.7kg version
- Tactical black finish

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 
operations this compact yet invaluable tool 
is just as effective for Police and Military 
personnel for outward opening doors, 
grilles, gates and windows. Smashing glass, tearing open padlock hasps or lifting floor boards, the Hooligan Tool 
can handle it all. With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength, then 
fitted to a 2.5cm (1”) stress proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable.

length - 24” (61cm)   Weight - 4.2kg (9.2lb)

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing
- 3.7kg version
- Chrome finish

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 
operations this compact yet invaluable tool 

is just as effective for Police and Military 
personnel for outward opening doors, 

grilles, gates and windows. Smashing glass, tearing open padlock hasps or lifting floor boards, the Hooligan Tool 
can handle it all. With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength, then 

fitted to a 2.5cm (1”) stress proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable.

length - 24” (61cm)            Weight - 4.2kg (9.2lb)

24” light hooligan tool - CODE 1082

24” blacK hooligan tool - CODE 5675

24” standard hooligan tool - CODE 5678

Kinetic moe
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- For glass breaking and levering
- Single man operation
- Chrome finish

If your Health and Safety department don’t 
approve of the spike on the Hooligan Tool 
then the Kelly Tool has all of its amazing 
abilities minus the puncturing spike. 
Whether it’s smashing glass, lifting floor boards or opening outward doors, grilles, gates and windows, the Kelly 
Tool can handle it all. With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength and 
then fitted to a 2.5cm (1”) stress-proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable.

length - 76cm (30”)  Weight - 5.4kg (11.8lb)

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing
- Single man operation

- Chrome finish

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 
operations this tool is just as effective for 
Police and Military personnel for outward 

opening doors, grilles, gates and windows. 
Smashing glass, tearing open padlock hasps or lifting floor boards, the Hooligan Tool can handle it all. With the 

head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength, then fitted to a 2.5cm (1”) stress 
proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable. This tool is also available in Non-Haz Spark Free material at extra cost.

length - 30” (76cm)            Weight - 4.8kg (10.6lb)

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing
- Lightweight version

- Chrome finish

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 
operations this lightweight tool is just as 

effective for Police and Military personnel 
for outward opening doors, grilles, gates 

and windows. Smashing glass, tearing open padlock hasps or lifting floor boards, the Hooligan Tool can
handle it all. With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum

strength, then fitted to a 2.5cm (1”) stress proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable.

length - 30” (76cm)            Weight - 3.32kg (7.3lb)

30” standard hooligan tool - CODE 1015

30” light hooligan tool - CODE 1083

30” Kelly hooligan tool - CODE 5371



- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing
- Single man operation
- Tactical Black finish

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 
operations this tool is just as effective for 
Police and Military personnel for outward 
opening doors, grilles, gates and windows. 
Smashing glass, tearing open padlock hasps or lifting floor boards, the Hooligan Tool can handle it all.
With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength, then
fitted to a 2.5cm (1”) stress proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable.

length - 30” (76cm)  Weight - 4.8kg (10.6lb)

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing
- Safe to use in hazardous environments
- Made from spark resistant AMPCOLOY 45

Based on the 30-inch Standard Hooligan 
Tool, this spark resistant version has been 
designedfor emergency service personnel 
operating in the presence of hazardous 
vapours andcombustible residues. Now a 
single spark resistant tool allows you to pound, puncture, pry, twist and cut outward opening doors, grilles, gates 
and windows. The head and claw are manufactured from spark resistant AMPCOLOY 45, making this an essential 
piece of equipment in your HazMat arsenal.

length - 30” (76cm)   Weight - 3.3kg (7.2lb) colour - amPcoloy 45 gold

- Designed to cut heavy gauge metals and
composites

- Single man operation

The Highway Hooligan has all the benefits of 
the Hooligan Tool but replaces the standard 

wedge end with a metal cutting claw. The 
blade acts like a large can opener and is 

able to cut open vehicle doors, aircraft fuselages, chemical drums and many other sheet panels. The tool’s light 
weight makes it easy to manoeuvre and is ideal for any Fire and Rescue operation. It is also available in Non-Haz 

Spark Free material at extra cost.

length - 30” (76cm)            Weight - 4.8kg (10.6lb)

30” blacK hooligan tool - CODE 1054

30” non sParK hooligan tool - CODE 8648

30” highWay hooligan tool - CODE 1014

Kinetic moe
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- For glass breaking and levering
- Single man operation
- Chrome finish

If your Health and Safety department 
don’t approve of the spike on the Hooligan 
Tool then the Kelly Tool has all of its 
amazing abilities minus the puncturing 
spike. Whether it’s smashing glass, lifting 
floor boards or opening outward doors, grilles, gates and windows, the Kelly Tool can handle it all. With the 
head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength and then fitted to a 2.5cm (1”) 
stress-proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable.

length - 91cm (36”)  Weight - 5.9kg (13.1lb)

- For breaking glass, levering and puncturing
- Single man operation

- Chrome finish

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 
operations this tool is just as effective for 
Police and Military personnel for outward 
opening doors, grilles, gates and windows 

Smashing glass, tearing open padlock hasps or lifting floor boards, the Hooligan Tool can handle it all. With the 
head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength, then

fitted to a 2.5cm (1”) stress proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable. 

length - 36” (91cm)            Weight - 5.4kg  (11.9lb)

 

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing
- Single man operation

- Tactical Black finish

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 
operations this tool is just as effective for 
Police and Military personnel for outward 
opening doors, grilles, gates and windows 

Smashing glass, tearing open padlock hasps or lifting floor boards, the Hooligan Tool can handle it all.
With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength, then

fitted to a 2.5cm (1”) stress proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable.

length - 36” (91cm)            Weight - 5.4kg  (11.9lb)

36” standard hooligan tool - CODE 1016

36” blacK hooligan tool - CODE 1055

36” Kelly hooligan tool - CODE 5372



- Designed to cut heavy gauge metals  
  and composites
- Single man operation

The Highway Hooligan has all the benefits 
of the Hooligan Tool but replaces the 
standard wedge end with a metal cutting 
claw. The blade acts like a large can 
opener and is able to cut open vehicle doors, aircraft fuselages, chemical drums and many other sheet panels. The 
tool’s light weight makes it easy to manoeuvre and is ideal for any Fire and Rescue operation.

length - 36” (91cm)  Weight - 5.4kg (11.9lb)

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing
- Single man operation
- Tactical black finish

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 
operations this tool is just as effective for 
Police and Military personnel for outward 
opening doors, grilles, gates and windows. 
Smashing glass, tearing open padlock hasps or lifting floor boards, the Hooligan Tool can handle it all. With the 
head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength, then fitted to a 2.5cm (1”) stress 
proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable.

length - 42” (106.7cm)   Weight - 6.0kg (13.3lb)

- For glass breaking, levering and puncturing
- Single man operation

- Chrome finish

Designed for the world’s Fire and Rescue 
operations this tool is just as effective for 
Police and Military personnel for outward 

opening doors, grilles, gates and windows. 
Smashing glass, tearing open padlock hasps or lifting floor boards, the Hooligan Tool can handle it all. 

With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum strength, then fitted to a 2.5cm 
(1”) stress proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable.

length - 42” (106.7cm)            Weight - 6.0kg (13.3lb)

36” highWay hooligan tool  - CODE 1057

42” blacK hooligan tool - CODE 5676

42” standard hooligan tool - CODE 1017

Kinetic moe
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- Protection and portability
- Claw and head covers
- Fully adjustable

Made specifically for the world famous Hooligan 
Tool the harness not only provides a fully adjustable 
carrying system but also offers total protection from 
the potentially hazardous spike, wedge and claw 
ends. Quick snap-on Velcro leather clamps ensure 
grip anywhere on the shaft of the tool. The strap is 
manufactured from heavy duty black nylon webbing 
with adjusting slides. Protection is provided by 3mm thick leather covers to spike, wedge and claw. The shoulder 
carrying strap is attached by metal quick release hook making this the perfect accessory for the Hooli Bar.

- For glass breaking and levering
- Single man operation

- Chrome finish

If your Health and Safety department 
don’t approve of the spike on the 

Hooligan Tool then the Kelly Tool has all of 
its amazing abilities minus the puncturing 

spike Whether it’s smashing glass, lifting floor boards or opening outward doors, grilles, gates and windows, the 
Kelly Tool can handle it all. With the head and claw forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for maximum 

strength and then fitted to a 2.5cm (1”) stress-proof bar this tool is virtually unbreakable.

length - 42” (107cm)            Weight - 6.6kg  (14.5lb)

 

- The perfect accessory for Hooli Bars
- Precision made clamps

- Tough nylon webbing
- Fully adjustable

This carrying strap is made by the manufacturers 
of the world famous Hooligan Tool and is the 

perfect accessory. Its precision machined clamps 
ensure a perfect, non-slip grip anywhere on the 

shaft of the tool, while the heavy duty black nylon 
webbing of the strap features adjustable slides. 

colour - black            Weight - 0.9kg (2lbs)

42” Kelly hooligan tool - CODE 5373

hooligan tool carrying straP - CODE 1090

hooligan tool harness - CODE 5082



- Portability and convenience
- Fully adjustable
- Simple to fit

This is an excellent value yet extremely 
effective accessory for carrying a Hooligan tool. 
Over the shoulder or in the hand the adjustable 
strap provides an alternative way of carrying a 
Hooligan tool. The strap is fully adjustable and 
comes with a quick release centre clip.

colour - black      Weight - 82g (3oz)

- Powerful hand-held rescue tool
- More effective than a sledge and wedge
- Can pry open doors and locks in seconds
- Can break through brick within minutes

The PRT is a powerful hand-held rescue tool that is more effective than a sledgehammer and wedge could ever 
be. This is because its Slam and Ram action directs all of its force directly at the point of impact and without 
deflection. It can quickly pry open locks and doors in seconds and break through brick and concrete block walls 
within a few minutes. This kit includes a PRT bar, 1” and 3” wide chisel tips, 12.4” metal cutting claw, 18.3” bull 
point, 12.4” lock breaker claw and a carrying pouch.

hooligan shoulder straP - CODE 5124

Prt (Percussive rescue tool Kit) - CODE 5413

30” 36” 42” claW tool - 30”- CODE 5055

42” - CODE 5056

Designed for the world’s Fire and 
Rescue operations this tool is just as effective 
for Police and Military personnel, and is the ultimate in prying 
tools. It is perfect for prying floorboards, baseboards, window casements and 
door frames. The Hook and Claw are drop forged from high alloy steel, heat treated for 
maximum strength, then fitted to a 2.5cm (1”) stress proof bar. The Hook has a 6.5-inch opening and is machined 
sharpened, while the Claw is parallel slotted with a recessed nail puller to remove locks.

length - 30” (76cm)            Weight - 5.3kg (11.7lb)

36” - CODE 5506
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- Designed for use in confined spaces
- Single man operation
- For all outward opening doors

Built to extremely high standards, the 
Ripper has a unique ratchet action that 
allows multiple pulls at a door without 
resetting the head. No other tool in the 
world has this feature, and once it has been tried you’ll never want 
to be without one! This tool allows fast and effective entry to outward opening doors in around 10-20 seconds.

length - 79cm (31”)            Weight - 6kg  (13lb)             colour - black and red

 

riPPer - CODE 1012

- The ultimate wrecking and demolition bar
- Offers massive leverage
- Who says that size doesn’t matter?

There isn’t a lot that can stand in the way of the 48-inch Gorilla Bar! It is the 
perfect wrecking and demolition bar, and the patented ‘Gorilla’ shaped end offers 
increased leverage over a standard item. Manufactured from high grade forged steel, 
the Gorilla bar is extremely durable and the extra wide chisel blades can prove 
invaluable in tricky situations.

length - 122cm (48”)  Weight - 4kg   colour - black

- For levering, pulling and removing nails
- Extremely strong
- Easy to carry

The all-purpose Gorilla Bar is the perfect complement to Sigma’s other tools and 
can be used whenever there is a need for some extra levering or pulling. Made from 
tough forged steel it is extremely strong and can prove to be an invaluable piece of 
kit.

length - 60cm (24”)  Width - 1.9cm (0.75”) Weight - 1.9kg 

48”gorilla bar - CODE 5654

gorilla bar - CODE 5178



- Outstanding performance and quality
- Cutting heads are available in a range of
styles to suit application
- Fully adjustable jaws

Setting the industry standard in their class, these superb bolt cutters have high 
quality drop forged steel handles with built-in stops that will yield rather than break 
for your safety. The centre cut claws are perfect for general purpose use and have 
the strongest form of cutting edge for use on medium tensile steel and non-ferrous 
metal with a strength of up to 80 tons/in2 (1235N/mm2). These tools can be used to 
cut non-ferrous bolts, rods and bar, mild steel rod and bar and single strand wire.

- For levering and pulling
- Extremely light
- Easy to carry

This prybar is the perfect complement to Sigma’s other tools and can be used 
whenever there is a need for some extra levering or pulling. Made from tough forged 
steel it is lightweight, very strong and can be easily fitted on a belt or takes up little 
space inside a tool bag. 

Weight - 660g (1.5lbs)  length - 45cm (17.5”)

Width - 4.5cm ( 1.75”)  colour - blue

- Outstanding performance and quality
- Cutting heads are available in a range of styles to suit application
- Fully adjustable jaws

Setting the industry standard in their class, these superb bolt cutters have high 
quality drop forged steel handles with built-in stops that will yield rather than break 
for your safety. The centre cut claws are perfect for general purpose use and have 
the strongest form of cutting edge for use on medium tensile steel and non-ferrous 
metal with a strength of up to 80 tons/in2 (1235N/mm2). These tools can be used to 
cut non-ferrous bolts, rods and bar, mild steel rod and bar and single strand wire.

24” bolt cutters - CODE 1053

Prybar - CODE 1035

18” bolt cutters - CODE 1069
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- Outstanding performance and quality
- Cutting heads are available in a range of styles to suit application
- Fully adjustable jaws

Setting the industry standard in their class, these superb bolt cutters have high 
quality drop forged steel handles with built-in stops that will yield rather than break 
for your safety. The centre cut claws are perfect for general purpose use and have 
the strongest form of cutting edge for use on medium tensile steel and non-ferrous 
metal with a strength of up to 80 tons/in2 (1235N/mm2). These tools can be used to 
cut non-ferrous bolts, rods and bar, mild steel rod and bar and single strand wire.

- Outstanding performance and quality
- Cutting heads are available in a range of styles to suit application
- Fully adjustable jaws

Setting the industry standard in their class, these superb bolt cutters have high 
quality drop forged steel handles with built-in stops that will yield rather than break 
for your safety. The centre cut claws are perfect for general purpose use and have 
the strongest form of cutting edge for use on medium tensile steel and non-ferrous 
metal with a strength of up to 80 tons/in2 (1235N/mm2). These tools can be used 
tocut non-ferrous bolts, rods and bar, mild steel rod and bar and single strand wire.

- Outstanding performance and quality
- Cutting heads are available in a range of styles to suit application
- Fully adjustable jaws

Setting the industry standard in their class, these superb bolt cutters have high 
quality drop forged steel handles with built-in stops that will yield rather than break 
for your safety. The centre cut claws are perfect for general purpose use and have the 
strongest form of cutting edge for use on medium tensile steel and non-ferrous metal 
with a strength of up to 80 tons/in2 (1235N/mm2). These tools can be used to cut 
non-ferrous bolts, rods and bar, mild steel rod and bar and single strand wire.

42” bolt cutters - CODE 1034

30” bolt cutters - CODE 1072

36” bolt cutters - CODE 5450



- Able to cut a range of cable and wires
- Superb build quality combined with precision cutting
- Single-handed use

This small single-handed cutter is compact, light and very easy to handle, and is 
recommended for cutting hardended spring steel wire up to 2.5mm (0.1”) and cables 
up to 7mm (0.3”). Its quality and long life make it particularly suitable for the world 
of MOE accessories, and because of the special shape of the blades cables are not 
crushed but cut progressively.The C7 features hardened steel blades and centre bolt, 
pressed steel handles with plastic coverings.

- Specifically designed to cut barbed wire
- Lightweight
- Easy to use

The Commando Cutter has been specially designed for cutting barbed wire, and 
therefore can help to remove another barrier when you’re trying to make a quick 
entry. Its hook allows the wire to be caught by holding it at the bottom of the 
cutting profile, which makes the cutting process both simple and quick. Its compact 
dimensions and low weight means that it can be easily carried in a pocket.

Length - 19.5cm (7.6”)  Weight - 280g (0.6lbs)

- Versatile, easy to carry cable cutters
- Can easily fit inside a coat pocket

These excellent cutters can be used on the following:

Bowden cable, barbed wire, fencing wire, stranded wire, wire rope, Cu and AI cables, 
round steel, steel rods, 6mm (1/4”) standard mild steel wire, 4mm (3/16”) standard 
high tensile steel wire, 2mm (3/32”) standard spring steel wire, 4mm (3/16”) solid 
mild steel wire.

Length - 20cm (8”)  Weight - 350g (0.77lbs)

Colour - Black/red

felco c7 Wire & cable cutters - CODE 5487

commando barbed Wire cutters - CODE 5486

8” cable cutters - CODE 1036
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- Able to cut a vast range of cable and wires
- Superb build quality combined with precision cutting

This range of cable and wire cutters offer the perfect balance between versatility 
and cutting capacity. They’re small enough to be easily carried around by hand or in a 
tool bag, and they have the power to cut a wide range of wires and cables as detailed 
below:

16mm mild steel strands, 14mm high tensile steel strands, 7mm pre-stressing strands, 
6mm extra tough wire ropes and strands, 16mm copper, aluminium and steel-cored 
aluminium cables, 14mm aluminium or copper rods, 5mm tempered spring wire.

length - 58cm (23”)  Width - 16cm (6”)

- Able to cut a vast range of cable and wires
- Superb build quality combined with precision cutting 

This range of cable and wire cutters offer the perfect balance between versatility 
and cutting capacity. They’re small enough to be easily carried around by hand or in a 
tool bag, and they have the power to cut a wide range of wires and cables as detailed 
below: 9mm mild steel strands, 7mm high tensile steel strands, 6mm pre-stressing 
strands, 5mm extra tough wire ropes and strands, 9mm copper, aluminium and steel-
cored aluminium cables, 7mm aluminium or copper rods, 4mm tempered spring wire.

length - 33cm (13”) 

- Able to cut a vast range of cable and wires
- Superb build quality combined with precision cutting

This range of cable and wire cutters offer the perfect balance between versatility 
and cutting capacity. They’re small enough to be easily carried around by hand or in a 
tool bag, and they have the power to cut a wide range of wires and cables as detailed 
below:

12mm mild steel strands, 8mm high tensile steel strands, 6mm pre-stressing strands, 
5mm extra tough wire ropes and strands, 12mm copper, aluminium and steel-cored 
aluminium cables, 10mm aluminium or copper rods, 4mm tempered spring wire.

length - 50cm (20”)  Width - 14cm (5.5”)  

felco c16 Wire & cable cutters - CODE 5084

felco c9 Wire & cable cutters - CODE 1037

felco c12 Wire & cable cutters - CODE 5083



- The ultimate compact forcible entry tool
- Extendable claw for extra leverage
- Multi-purpose

This personal forced entry and rescue tool is strong enough to handle most minor 
entry tasks... and a few more! Forcing doors and windows, prying and twisting hasps 
and locks, levering, metal cutting and chopping are all within this tool’s repertoire. 
The Buster Tool is constructed of alloy steel forgings, heat treated for maximum 
strength and durability, and chrome plated for easy maintenance. It comes with an 
extendable claw for extra leverage, while a Compact Claw and Tactical Holster are 
both optional extras.

length - 43.8cm (17.25”)  Weight - 2.6kg (5.7lb)

- The ideal all-purpose cable cutter
- Class-leading build quality

The drop forged head is specially contoured to surround the cable before the 
cut is made so that the cable cannot slip from between the blades. Tubular steel 
handles with rubber grips provide ample leverage to cut a maximum 26mm (1”) O/D 
unarmoured copper or aluminium cables.

Weight - 1.9kg (4.2lbs) length - 608mm (24”) colour - dark blue

- Personal Rescue and Forced Entry Tool
- Lightweight and strong
- Multi-purpose

This personal forced entry and rescue tool is strong enough to handle most minor 
entry tasks... and a few more! Forcing doors and windows, prying and twisting hasps 
and locks, levering, metal cutting and chopping are all within this tool’s repertoire. 
The Biel Tool is constructed of alloy steel forgings, heat treated for maximum 
strength and durability, and chrome plated for easy maintenance.

length - (closed) 380mm (15”), (open) 480mm (19”)

Weight - 1.3kg (3lb)

buster tool - CODE 5503

24” cable cutters - CODE 1075

biel tool - CODE 1018
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- Personal Rescue and Forced Entry Tool
- Extendable claw for extra leverage
- The Buster Tool’s big brother
- Tactical black finish

This personal forced entry and rescue tool is strong enough to handle most minor 
entry tasks... and a few more! Forcing doors and windows, prying and twisting hasps 
and locks, levering, metal cutting and chopping are all within this tool’s repertoire. 
The Pry Axe is a bigger version of the Buster Tool yet only weighs 0.5kg more. It’s 
constructed of alloy steel forgings and chrome plated in black for easy maintenance. 
It comes with an extendable claw for extra leverage, while a metal cutting claw and 
protective sheath are both optional extras.

- Purpose made holster
- Velcro-fastened top flap
- Can be fastened to your arm or belt

The ultimate compact forcible entry tool now has the ultimate holster to keep both 
it and you safe. Ultra tough and beautifully made, this holster covers all extremities 
of the Buster Tool, yet the tool can be quickly and easily removed simply by lifting 
up the Velcro-fastened top flap. The adjustable strap allows to the holster to be 
fastened to you in a number of different ways, such as on your arm or through a belt.

length - 22.9cm (9”)  Weight - 0.2kg (0.5lb)  

colour - black

- Personal Rescue and Forced Entry Tool
- Extendable claw for extra leverage
- The Buster Tool’s big brother

This personal forced entry and rescue tool is strong enough to handle most minor 
entry tasks... and a few more! Forcing doors and windows, prying and twisting hasps 
and locks, levering, metal cutting and chopping are all within this tool’s repertoire. 
The Pry Axe is a bigger version of the Buster Tool yet only weighs 0.5kg more. It’s 
constructed of alloy steel forgings, heat treated for maximum strength and durability, 
and chrome plated for easy maintenance. It comes with an extendable claw for extra 
leverage, while a metal cutting claw and protective sheath are both optional extras.

Pry-axe blacK - CODE 5677

buster tool tactical holster - CODE 5504

Pry-axe - CODE 5081



- Compact adaptable design
- Superb quality of manufacture
- Japanese design
- Complete with leather carrying sheath

A beautifully manufactured multi-use rescue tool. Used by the Japanese miltary and 
rescue services, this small but super strong tool comes complete with a high quality, 
heavy duty leather carrying sheath.

dimensions - 325mm x 150mm (13” x 6”)  Weight - 1kg (2.2lb) 

utility rescue axe - CODE 5175

euroProfile locKsnaPPer - CODE 1047

- Single man operation
- Simple and effective
- For doors with Europrofile / Chubb locks

An important development in the rapid opening of UPVC doors 
with minimal damage. It’s simple, fast and effective, and by 
following the five steps below entry is assured! 

1. Select end of the tool for type of lock. 
2. Slide tool over lock 
3. With sharp, swift action snap the lock. 
4. Insert ‘key’ tool into lock and engage cam mechanism. 
5. Turn ‘key’ to unlock door with minimal damage.

Weight - 0.8kg (1lb)  length - 30cm (12”) 

colour - red / silver  

Packaging dimensions - 32cm x 10cm x 7cm

euroProfile locKsnaPPer Kit - CODE 5065

- As above in a complete kit in tool roll

The simple, fast and effective Lock Snapper is an important 
development in the rapid opening of UPVC doors while causing 
minimal damage, and this all-in-one kit provides everything you 
need to gain entry. The complete kit comprises of a Europrofile 
Lock Snapper tool, ‘Universal’ key, Mini Sledge, Mini Axe, levering 
tool, long nosed angle pliers and screwdriver all packed in 
selected pockets of purpose-made tool roll. The tool roll itself is 
manufactured from hard wearing tactical black PVC nylon.

universal
key 

includes

free!
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- Remove lock surrounds fast!
- Simple and effective
- Quiet and safe
- One man operation

Developed to simplify the use of the Europrofile Lock Snapper tool, it makes the 
removal of the escutcheon plate easier, faster, quieter and with less possibility 
of injury to the operator. The Gripper jaws have been designed to carry out 
different functions. The thin jaw will ensure clearance between the escutcheon 
plate and the door frame. The curved jaw provides a fulcrum against the door 
skin to give sufficient leverage to shear the plate securing screws. 

length - 76cm (30”) Weight - 2.5kg (5lb)  colour - red / black

- For use with Locksnapper and Lockripper   - Acts as ‘key’ once cylinder is removed     

The universal key that is sold as part of our Europrofile Locksnapper kit is now 
available as a seperate item. Whether you want a spare key or you’re replacing 
a lost item this universal unit is sure to do the job! 

griPPer xl tool - CODE 5368

universal Key - CODE 7048

locKriPPer - CODE 5599

- Simple, fast and effective
- For all doors with Europrofile / Chubb locks

- Gain entry within 15-20 seconds

An important development in the rapid opening of uPVC doors, 
the Lockripper is simple, fast and extremely effective. With the tool positioned 

in front of the cylinder one of our specially designed hardened screws can be drilled 
into the lock where a key would normally be inserted via the drill/driver attachment. 

The claw of the Lockripper can then be curled around the spindle of the screw, and 
with a sharp, swift pull down of the tool one half of cylinder is ripped out and the door 

can then be opened with one of our universal keys. This covert process leaves the door with 
minimal damage, and entry should be gained within 15-20 secs.

video  
footage  
availaBle

includes universal  
key and 50  

screws

locKriPPer screWs - (PacK of 50) - CODE 5629

- Specially designed hardened screw            - For use with the Lockripper tool            - Sold in packs of 50

An essential part of the Lockripper’s effectiveness, these specially designed  
Hex self-drilling screws can be purchased in packs of fifty at a time.

Weight - 250g length - 41mm each colour - silver

Weight - 220g colour - gold



- Single man operation
- Designed for use in confined spaces for all outward opening doors

The Hinge Puller is a new totally unique tool for the removal of 1” - 6” (25mm - 
150mm) hinges from outward opening doors. With a head precision machined from 
solid hardened steel you can tell immediately this tool means business! Just slide or 
drive it over the hinge, insert the solid steel handle and pull. With minimal effort the 
hinge is ripped from the frame and door in only a second.

Weight - 4.8kg (10lbs) length - 76cm (30”) colour - silver anodised

Packaging dimensions - 83cm x 20cm x 13cm

- Superb value cordless drill/driver
- Supplied with 3x 1.3Ah batteries, 30-min charger and a carry case
- 16 different torque settings

This excellent value, lightweight cordless electric drill and screwdriver features a 
fast motor for extremely efficient drilling as well as an electric brake. There are 16 
different torque settings for driving various size screws and drilling, forward and 
reverse actions and a built-in bit holder. This kit, which can work in conjunction the 
Lockripper tool, also comes supplied with three Ni-Cd batteries, a 30-minute charger 
and a heavy duty carry case.

Weight - 1.6kg  Battery Capacity - 1.3Ah Voltage - 14.4v

- Ideal for opening any size padlock
- Can be used in outward opening door breaching

The Duckbill can easily open any padlock by inserting the end of the case-hardened 
steel blade through the lock hasp and striking the large steel pad with a sledge or 
an Enforcer and the lock will fall apart. The sharp wedge shaped blade can also be 
used for outward opening door entrys to maintain and the increase pressure on a door 
and its locks. It can be used alone or in conjunction with the Crowsfoot, Ripper or 
Hooligan tool.

Weight - 2.3kg (5lbs)  length - 89cm (35”) colour - tactical black

hinge Puller - CODE 1042

electric drill/driver 14.4v - CODE 8269

ducKbill - CODE 1071
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- Extremely strong single-hit axe
- Lightweight yet powerful
- Poly handle lasts 10x longer than wood

Our single hit axe is fitted with a high impact polypropylene handle with a fibreglass 
core making it 10 times stronger than a wooden handle. The head is made from fully 
heat treated, forged carbon steel, making it extremely strong and durable. Suitable 
for the more brutal removal of hinges from outward opening doors in conjunction 
with our Poly Handle Sledge Hammer.

Weight - 1.6kg (3.5lb) handle length - 91.5cm (36”)

colour - yellow handle, black head

5lb Poly handle axe - CODE 1051

- Ideal tool for starting wall breaching
- Durable and strong fibreglass and polyhandle

This specially designed hammer has a drop forged, high carbon steel head which has 
been hardened and tempered. The flat face is polished and has a large chamfer to 
minimise chipping. The chisel head is shaped to ensure fast and accurate penetration 
of brick and blockwork. Once the wall has been penetrated with this hammer a 
combination of single and two-man rams will rapidly enlarge the hole to man-size 
within seconds. The handle is made from a fibreglass core with a polypropylene 
jacket that is ten times stronger than conventional wood along with a major weight 
reduction factor.

blocKbuster hammer - CODE 5038

- Steel drop-bar fits through a letterbox
- Hook it to a car to open door
- Perfect for outward opening doors and gates

The Letterbox Puller is a direct way of forcing open outward opening doors, gates and 
grilles. The steel drop-bar slides quietly through a letterbox and then opens up giving 
you a solid brace behind the door. Then using a hook and strap connect the Letterbox 
Puller to a car, drive away and watch the door or gate swing open! This tool has even 
been known to open some inward opening doors (although that’s dependant on their 
strength). Hooks and straps (and a car!) aren’t provided with the kit although they 
can be supplied if needed.

Weight - 4kg colour - tactical black

letterbox Puller - CODE 5350



Everybody on your force or team 
should carry a ‘Jimmy’. Made from 

heat treated hardened steel with 
high-density foam under a wrapped 
cord grip for comfort. Jimmy has a 

striking surface at the back end and 
a lanyard attaching loop.

This easily carried, multi-purpose 
pry bar tool is perfect when it 

comes to assisting with the forced 
entry of buildings, rooms and 

locked furnishings.

Jimmy’s other uses include 
forcing interior doors, windows, 
bus windows, breaking glass and 
punching holes through interior 

walls. You can also get under the 
flange of a door to help make 

positioning a Hooligan tool easier. 

The Jimmy is only 26.5cm (10.5”) 
long and easily slides into a 

long pocket or tool bag 
for easy carrying.

SMALL AND MULTI-PURPOSE
Kinetic moe

features 

Lightweight and easy to carry  

26.5cm (10.5 inches) long

heat treated hardened steel

Pry interior doors

force windows and frames 

create gaps for a hooligan bar or spreader tool

tool! 

new
Kinetic moe

Jimmy
BAR
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Poly handle sledge hammers 
- Durable and strong fibreglass and poly handle
- Poly handles lasts up to 10x longer than wood

Our sledgehammer has a drop forged, high carbon steel head which has been 
hardened and tempered. The face is polished and has a large chamfer to minimise 
chipping. The handle is made from a fibreglass core with a polypropylene jacket for 
greater strength than conventional wood with a major weight reduction factor.

10lb sledge hammer - CODE 1029

head weight - 3.6kg (8lbs)  handle length - 91.5cm (36”)

12lb sledge hammer - CODE 5043

head weight - 4.5kg (10lbs)  handle length - 91.5cm (36”)

14lb sledge hammer - CODE 5166

head weight - 5.4kg (12lbs)  handle length - 91.5cm (36”)

16lb sledge hammer - CODE 5066

head weight - 6.3kg (14lbs)  handle length - 91.5cm (36”)

18lb sledge hammer - CODE 5488

head weight - 7.25kg (16lb)  handle length - 91.5cm (36”)



M E T H O D  O F  E N T R Y

When you require a more covert option for your MoE operations look no further than our ever 
expanding range of hydraulic, pneumatic and electrical tools. We not only supply equipment from the 
best manufacturers in the business but over the years, after reacting to customer feedback, we have 

developed and refined what we feel are the most effective, capable and reliable MoE tools around.

From a small yet efficient 7.5-inch cutting disc through to our own range-topping Door Breacher tool, 
each of these pieces of kit can form an essential part of your equipment line up.

MINIMUM EFFORT WITH MAxIMUM POWER
hydraulic / electric tools
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cf3 sPreader - CODE 5183

hydraulic / electric tools
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- For inward and outward opening doors, steel gates, window grilles, garage  doors, etc.
- Easy, efficient single man operation
- Brilliant value for money

This silent, multi-functional hydraulic tool offers unbelievable strength coupled with maximum reliability. By 
driving the tool’s hardened steel teeth between a gate and frame, window and grille or into a door shut, 4-tons 
of hydraulic power can then be exerted using the double speed hand pump. The tool’s claws move apart by up to 
12cm and the unique 360-degree swivel coupling can prove invaluable. Its own stainless steel protective case, a 
prybar and a deadblow hammer is included. KEVLAR BURST SLEEVES OPTION.

dimensions - Hydraulic pump - 43 x 15 x 13cm (LxWxH)
  Claw Assembly (closed) - 13 x 11.5 x 23cm
  Claw Assembly (extended) - 13 x 11.5 x 34.5cm

Weight - 10kg

video  
footage  
availaBle
includes purpose  

made carry  
case



- for inward and outward opening doors, steel gates, window grilles,  
  garage doors, factory gates and shutters.
- Easy, efficient single man operation 
- A silent, multi-functional hydraulic tool.

the crowfoot is precision machined from solid en8 steel, jig welded 
and case hardened to ensure complete reliability. By driving the 
tool’s hardened steel teeth between a gate and frame, window and 
grille or into a door shut, up to 4.2 tons of silent hydraulic power can 
then be exerted by using the double speed hand pump. The tool’s 
claws move apart by up to 13cm and can rip grilles from walls, lift 
sliding doors from their tracks and open gates and doors. Kevlar 
burst sleeves oPtion.

- For inward and outward opening doors, steel gates,  
  window grilles, garage doors, factory gates and shutters.
- Easy, efficient single man operation 

Working on the same principle as the CF3, the Rabbit tool is a slightly 
smaller unit in every dimension (4 tons of power and a 10cm spread). 
This silent, multi-functional hydraulic tool is ideal for use when space is 
at a premium. KEVLAR BURST SLEEVE OPTION.

Weight - 9kg (20lbs) colour - black

Packaging dimensions - 64cm x 20cm x 14cm

- For inward and outward opening doors, steel gates, window grilles,  
  garage doors, factory gates and shutters.
- Larger Rabbit with 9” (22cm) spread

Working on the same principle as the Rabbit, this tool uses a longer hy-
draulic ram giving a massive 22cm (9”) spread. This silent, multi-func-
tional hydraulic tool can be used with a standard Rabbit hand pump or 
a portable battery pack. It is ideal for use when space is at a premium 
but you still need maximum spread. KEVLAR BURST SLEEVE OPTION.

Weight - 12kg (28lbs) colour - black

croWsfoot - CODE 1009

rabbit - CODE 1024

jacK rabbit - CODE 1091

hydraulic / electric tools
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door breacher sPreader - CODE 1025

ThE UlTimaTE BaTTEry-POwErEd hydraUlic mOE TOOl 
- The ultimate battery-powered hydraulic tool
- Virtually silent operation
- Wireless remote control option

The all-new Door Breacher is the ultimate in battery-powered hydraulic MOE tools. 
Not only does it offer virtually silent running in order to assist in covert operations but the 
larger diameter ram assembly puts out double the power of its predecessor! Other than its pure power 
a real highlight of the Door Breacher is its wireless remote control option that allows the equipment to be 
operated at a guaranteed distance of 10-metres away.It is also extremely simple to operate, maintenance free, 
totally reliable and will open doors that other tools can only dream about. Call our offices now for a full spec or 
if you’d like to try out a demo unit. KEVLAR BURST SLEEVES £65.00 OPTION.

dimensions - Hydraulics Case – 47 x 18 x 38cm
  (LxWxH) Ram Assembly (closed) – 73 x 16 x 50cm
  Ram Assembly (extended) – 99 x 16 x 63cm
  Weight: 26kg
  Power: 2x 12v batteries

video  
footage  
availaBle

ask for a 
demonstration

please call!
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- 11 tons of raw power
- Hydraulic/pneumatic two man operation
- Unbeatable value for money

The Blower is one of the ultimate power tools when 
it comes to opening doors. After 5 tons of hydraulic 
power across the door frame ensures a secure 
fixing, a custom made airbag is placed between the 
cross beam and the door which is then inflated by 
compressed air to transmit up to 11 tons of force 
against the door! Taking 40-50 seconds from start to 
finish, this self-contained kit comes with three claws 
for all door widths and a heavy duty carrying bag. 
KEVLAR BURST SLEEVE OPTION.

Weight - 27kg (59lbs)   

claw lengths - 41cm (16”), 49cm (19”),  

   56cm (22”)

bloWer - CODE 1004

- Silent opening of  
  inward / reinforced doors
- Totally self-contained
- One or two man operation

With enough power to open steel 
reinforced doors, the Ram has been 
designed primarily for the silent opening 
of reinforced inward opening doors. Hand 
pump operation of the internal ram at 
up to 4 tons of pressure ensures a solid 
location in the door frame. A simple 
movement of the lever on the diverter 
valve then changes the 4 tons of pressure 
onto the ram pushing against the door 
ensuring a silent entrance within 30 
seconds. The kit comes complete with 
three claws for all standard door widths 
and a heavy duty carrying bag. KEVLAR 
BURST SLEEVE OPTION.

hydraulic ram - CODE 1003



 - CODE 8623  

tool! 

newCF9Spreader Tool

features 

- For inward and outward opening doors, steel gates, window  
  grilles, garage doors, factory gates and shutters

- 360°swivel coupling

- Larger CF3 with 9” (22cm) spread

- Large carrying and positioning handle

- Incredible value 

hydraulic / electric tools
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Working on the same principle as the CF3, this tool uses a longer 
hydraulic ram giving a massive 22cm (9”) spread. This silent, 
multi-functional hydraulic tool is ideal for use when space is at a 
premium but you still need maximum spread.  
KEVLAR BURST SLEEVE OPTION.



- Powerful (6hp) and lightweight (7kg)
- Special chain with tungsten and cobalt
- Easy start

Specially designed for emergency and rescue 
services this is a powerful and versatile tool for 
trained operators. Its engine builds up enormous 
power even at medium speeds, while the Special 
Rapid Duro R chain is reinforced with tungsten 
carbide and cobalt. This is not for covert 
operations!

Weight - 7kg (15.4lbs) Power - 6.04hp (4.4kW)     displacement - 76.5cm3  

bar length - 50cm (20”)

rescue saW - CODE 5404

hydraulic / electric tools
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- Revolutionary new entry tool
- One man operation
- Compact and very powerful
 
This revolutionary powder actuated tool enables quick, safe entrance through locked 
doors, gates, security bars, fences and padlocks. The DB II develops over 20,000 lbs of 
force at the point of contact and is powered using ten cartridge strips of .27 calibre 
low velocity powder actuated loads. This is not a gun, and there are no moving parts 
separate from the unit, nor are there any flashes or big ‘explosions’. The recock time 
is less than a second. It is safe to use in all situations, especially in confined spaces, 
and comes complete with three working heads (Lockbuster, Boltbuster and Flying 
Chisel). A heavy duty carry case is included.

- Lightweight portable cutting system
- Cuts bolts, D-locks and chains in seconds
- Only 7.1kg (16lb approx.)
- Battery powered

No hoses, no cables, no power packs, no trouble. This totally portable, lightweight,
battery-powered cutting system provides enough power to slice through bolts, chains 
or D-locks in seconds! It features an easy hand operation and a mini-size head that 
rotates through 180 degrees to get into those tight spots inaccessible to other tools. 
It comes supplied complete with a carrying case and battery charger.

Recharge time - 25 minutes  Weight - 7.1kg (16lb) Colour - Blue/Black

PoW-r-entry - CODE 5067

cordless bolt cutter - CODE 5012



- Powerful (4.4hp) and lightweight (8.9kg)
- Will cut wood, stone, metal, brick, plastic
- Choice of cutting discs
- Easy start with electronic ignition system

This cutter is ideal for fast and easy entries 
through uPVC doors, walls, steel grilles and 
gates, and if a covert attack isn’t needed 
then this is a good option. With a wide 
choice ofcutting discs available there’s not 
much this type of machine will not get you 
through. Powerful, lightweight and easy 
to start and use, this cutter is supplied 
complete with a water attachment kit and 
abrasive discs as standard equipment, not a 
diamond blade  
as illustrated.

disc cutter stihl 12” ts410 - CODE 5018

disc cutter stihl 14” ts420 - CODE 7714

Weight - 8.9kg (19.6lbs) Power - 4.4hp (3.2kW)  disc - maximum size 30cm (12”)

arbor size - 20 mm

Weight - 9.6kg (21.2lbs) 

Power - 4.4hp (3.2kW) 

disc - maximum size 35cm (14”)

arbor size - 20 mm

This cutter is as the TS410 but has the capability of running 14” cutting discs. This cutter is ideal for fast 
and easy entries through uPVC doors, walls, steel grilles and gates, and if a covert attack isn’t needed then 
this is a good option. With a wide choice ofcutting discs available there’s not much this type of machine will 
not get you through. Powerful, lightweight and easy to start and use, this cutter is supplied complete with a 
water attachment kit and abrasive discs as standard equipment, not a diamond blade  
as illustrated.

sigma security devices ltd - unit 5, connect 10, foster road, ashford, Kent, tn24 0fe
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- Designed for cutting stone, brick or concrete
- Can be used dry or wet
- Laser welded for extreme durability

Specifically designed for stone cutting this versatile cutting blade will easily cut 
through brick, stone and concrete, wet or dry. The synthetic diamonds used in the 
segments are of the highest quality and are stronger than natural diamonds. The 
segments are laser welded from both sides simultaneously for extreme durability.

- Powerful (4.8hp) and lightweight (9.4kg)
- Will cut wood, stone, metal, brick, plastic
- Choice of cutting discs
- Easy start with electronic ignition system

This cutter is ideal for fast and easy entries through 
uPVC doors, walls, steel grilles and gates, and if a covert 
attack isn’t needed then this is a good option. With a 
wide choice of cutting discs avaailable there’s not much 
this type of machine will not get you through. Powerful, 
lightweight and easy to start and use, this tool is supplied complete with a water attachment kit and abrasive discs 
as standard equipment, not a diamond blade as illustrated.

Weight - 9.4kg (20.7lbs)   Power - 4.8hp (3.5kW)  disc - maximum size 30cm (12”)

- Designed for metal cutting in MoE operations
- Will take out uPVC doors and windows
- Long lasting

Designed in Sweden specifically for metal cutting in rescue operations, this versatile 
cutting blade will easily take out uPVC doors and window frames, even if reinforced 
with steel inserts. It’s just as easy with wood to slice through doors and frames 
without any fuss or bother.

diamond tiPPed blade - 12”(300mm) - CODE 1086

disc cutter husqvarna K750 - CODE 5019

rescue blade - 12”(300mm) - CODE 1088

            14”(350mm) - CODE 7719

diameter - 300mm (12”) or 350mm (14”) bore sizes available - 20/22/25.4mm 
Weight - 1.245kg (2.75lbs) suitable for cutting - steel (not stainless or hardened), aluminium, wood, 
mortar and plaster, most composite materials. not suitable for cutting - stone, brick or concrete.

diameter - 300mm (12”) bore - 20mm Weight - 1.245kg (2.75lbs)
suitable for cutting - stone, brick or concrete. not suitable for cutting - 
steel (not stainless or hardened), aluminium, wood, mortar and plaster 
and most composite materials.
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 - CODE 7744  - CODE 7745
          Without DeWalt Grinder

tool! 

new

Complimenting Sigma’s range 
of MOE cutting equipment, the 
new compact electric 36V Mini 

Breacher literally opens up new 
possibilities within cutting MOE.

Using quality components from 
market leading DeWalt Sigma 

is now able to offer Broco’s 36V 
cordless cut-off tool set.

The advantages to be gained with the 36V 
Mini Breacher are impressive, lightweight, easy 
to control, instant power, extrememly portable 

and operator friendly.

When used in conjunction with Broco’s 7” Diamond 
Ripper Blade the Mini Breacher can cut through 

concrete, artificial and natural stone, brick, cast iron, 
non-ferrous metals, plastics, glass, fibreglass, carbon 

and rubber. Basically nothing gets in its way!

36V7”Cordless cutter

LIGHTWEIGHT ELECTRIC ALTERNATIVE
cutting moe

features 

- lightweight 

- Quality components

- ‘Press and go’ usage

- more control 

- 7-inch blade penatrates normal thickness doors



universal cutting blades 
ThE UlTimaTE all rOUnd cUTTing BladES 

- the ultimate all-round cutting blade
- cuts through stone, metals, plastic
- Diamond coated for strength and durability
- Excellent value for money

Nothing stands in your way when you’ve got a Sigma 
Universal Disc on your angle grinder! This disc has a steel 
core to ensure a clean yet smooth cut, while the vacuum 
brazed diamonds maintain the disc’s cutting ability 
throughout its working life.

Materials that the disc can cut through include concrete, 
artificial and natural stone, brick, cast iron, non-ferrous 
metals, plastics, glass, fibreglass, carbon and rubber. 
Basically nothing gets in the way of this disc!

sizes, codes and prices

4.5” (115mm) universal blade 5451 

5” (125mm) universal blade 5452

9” (230mm) universal blade 5453  

12” (300mm) universal blade 5454 

14” (350mm) universal blade 5455 

hydraulic / electric tools
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- No need to change blades between cutting metal and other materials
- Long life blade
- Multiple applications

- Designed for metal cutting
- Will cut steel and most other metals
- Long lasting

Specifically for metal cutting this cutting disc grinds and cuts steel and most other 
metals and profiles, including rebar. All personnel using this type of equipment should 
be suitably trained and wearing appropriate protective equipment.

diameter - 300mm (12”) bore - 20mm 

suitable for cutting - steel, aluminium, brass and copper. not suitable for 
cutting - stone, brick or concrete.

- Designed for stone cutting
- Will cut through brick and concrete
- Long lasting

Specifically designed for stone cutting this versatile cutting blade will cut through 
brick, stone and concrete, wet or dry. All personnel using this type of equipment 
should be suitably trained and wearing appropriate protective equipment.

diameter - 300mm (12”) bore - 20mm

suitable for cutting - stone, brick or concrete. not suitable for cutting - 
steel (not stainless or hardened), aluminium, wood, mortar and plaster, 
most composite materials.

broco riPPer blade - 12”(300mm) CODE 7725

                      14”(350mm) CODE 7726

12” metal cut abrasive disc - CODE 1089

12” stone cut abrasive disc - CODE 1032

The Diamond Rippers double-layer vacuum brazed cutting edge yields 
aggressive cutting on nearly all materials including, steel, aluminum, 
concrete, poly-carbonate and tested successfully on plate armor, ceramics, 
and high strength metalfibre reinforced concrete. The long blade life is 
impressive, and its smooth performance reduces fatigue. The industry-leading 
diamond electroplated facing protects the core, reduces heat, prevents 

binding and increases blade life. Same sizes available as the Universal cutting blades.

sigma security devices ltd - unit 5, connect 10, foster road, ashford, Kent, tn24 0fe
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M E T H O D  O F  E N T R Y

If you and your team require the ultimate cutting capability in man-carried 
breaching torch systems then our range of Broco® products are for you. 

Broco® tactical systems are designed for rugged use in adverse environments, 
and their fast and easy setup is ideal for when you can’t afford to lose precious 

time in an already pressured environment. Already used by the police, fire 
and military professionals all over the world, Broco® 

tactical kits also require virtually no maintenance 
to help keeps running costs down to a minimum. 

Thermal breaching torch kits that can cut through 
anything, are easy to use and offer amazing 

value for money – that’s Broco’s promise! If you 
want to see this amazing kit in action please 

call us to arrange a demonstration.

FAST, SIMPLE AND ACCURATE 
broco thermic cutting
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broco thermic cutting
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SafE, PrEciSE & EffEcTivE ThErmic cUTTing 
- Thermic cutting with safety
- Fast and easy set-up
- Lightweight and accurate

The PC/TAC torch kit operating at over 10,000 degrees F and is used to 
melt, burn through or vaporise objects and mechanisms in order to gain 
entry to secured areas. Created to meet the requirements of tactical 
cutting operations this lightweight kit provides the greatest cutting 
capability in a man-carried torch system when backpacked in the ops 
mode. The PC/TAC is not just rapid entry but rapid response. Set-up is 
fast and easy, and hand-tight fittings and quick connectors means no 
tools are required for assembly or disassembly. The compact, durable 
cutting torch is supplied with collets to fit 1/4” and 3/8” diameter 
cutting rods.

The PC/TAC comes complete with torch, high pressure oxygen 
cylinder, regulator, hoses, Molle backpack assembly, battery 

ignition accessories, leather shield, gloves, safety goggles 
and custom foamed storage case.

broco Pc/tac thermic cutting Kit 

training  
availaBle

ask for a 
demonstration

please call!

- CODE 1062



broco thermic cutting
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SmallEr and lighTEr ThErmic cUTTing 
- Precision thermic cutting
- Self contained hand-held unit
- Ultra lightweight

Created to meet the demands of covert special forces 
this small, self-contained hand-held unit combines all 
the capabilities of the PC/TAC but without the necessity 
of back packs, etc. Thermic cutting enables the 
operator to melt, burn through or vaporize anything in 
their path. Operating at over 10,000 degrees F metals, 
concrete and even granite just vaporise. This kit has 
a shorter burning time than the PC/TAC but is much 
easier to carry. This kit comes with a military-spec case 
with 2x 16 cu.ft composite cylinders, battery charger, 
fast-fit fittings, regulator, hand torch, collets, gloves 
and everything you need to fire up.

broco mini tac thermic cutting Kit 

- CODE 1060

training  
availaBle

ask for a 
demonstration

please call!



- We stock everything you could need
- Hoses, valves, gauges, batteries, etc
- Call us with your needs

Being the official UK distributor for Broco products we 
always carry a massive stock of accessories and spare parts. 
No matter what your needs are we can supply you with 
what you need, and we have anything from gauges to hoses, 
regulators to batteries on the shelves. Please feel free to 
call us to discuss exactly what Broco products you need and 
we will always do our best to help you out.

- Cutting rod ignitors
- Unique Broco product
- No need for an auxiliary battery

Adding to the portable nature of Broco’s thermic cutting 
cuts, the RapidFire rod ignitors are an expedient means 
of igniting an exothermic torch without the need for 
an auxiliary 12-volt battery. This product is unique to 
Broco and allows a cutting rod to be ignited in less than 
5-seconds. Broco RapidFire Ignitors come in sealed packs  
of five.

broco sPares and accessories 

broco raPidfire cartridges - CODE 5161

- exothermic cutting rods
- for use with tactical cutting kits
- available in a range of sizes
- Pack of 13 to 137 rods

for use with broco’s tactical torch kits, we offer the entire 
range of Broco ultrathermic cutting rods. We always carry 
a large amount of stock, and lengths include 18”, 36”, 
48” and 60”, while 3/16”, 3/8”, 1/4” and 1/2” widths 
are available. If you want the ultimate reach we can also 
supply Broco’s Rod Extender which increases the reach 
of the rod by a massive 36”. Feel free to call us for more 
details or to talk about your exact needs.

broco cutting rods - £various 
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broco mini tac thermic cutting Kit 

broco thermic cutting



M E T H O D  O F  E N T R Y

There are times when you need to remain 
undetectable or gain access at height during 

operations and this section covers both. We at 
Sigma Security Devices supply a wide range of 
fixed, folding and telescopic ladders that can 

cope with any situation that may arise.

When it comes to inspecting locks, vehicles, 
inaccessible areas or where it is impossible for 

your team to gain suitable visual contact we 
have endoscopes, search mirrors and cameras 

to solve your problems.

CHECK AND INSPECT 
search equiPment
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The previously popular but 
discontinued tactical black 

telescopic ladder is now 
available again due to huge 

demand. These ladders 
have undergone a few 

modifications to increase 
their strength and 

usability during their 
hiatus, including 

stronger internals to 
reduce flex when 

fully extended.

These lightweight, 
durable, go-anywhere 
ladders collapse down 
to just 76cm (30”) for 
the 3.3-metre ladder 

and 84cm (33”) 
for the 3.8-metre 

Compact unit, and 
are tough enough 

for most search 
applications. Please 

contact us if you 
are interested in 
trialling a demo 

unit of this superb 
extendable ladder. 

BACK IN BLACK
search moe

features 

tactical black  

3.3m or 3.8m sizes

Easily stored and carried  

lightweight aluminium construction

adjustable extended lengths

 
3.3m- 
- CODE 8750  
3.8m- 
 - CODE 8751

tool! 

new
search equiPment

TACLADDER
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telescoPic search ladders
- Lightweight aluminium construction - Adjustable extended lengths - Easily stored and carried

The lightweight, strong, go-anywhere ladders collapse down to just 76cm (30”) for the 3.3 
metre ladder and  84cm (33”) for the 3.8 metre compact and is tough enough for most search 
applications. They’re manufactured in Sweden to EC standard EN131 and has adjustable lengths 
and safety feet options.

safety feet
The adjustable safety feet are an indispensable feature that 
makes it possible to work from a safe, stable platform 
even on multi-level surfaces such as stairs. They are 
adjustable in height from 0 - 225mm, and with them 
in place you need never worry about uneven surfaces 
again.

Fitment - 3.3m and 3.8m Telestep ladders Weight - 1.9kg

top support / staBiliser
With these multi-adjustable top supports working into 
a corner, on a corner or even against a post is no longer 
impossible. They can provide your Telesteps ladder with 
the perfect support against walls, trees or pillars, or 
they can just give the correct working distance away 
from your support surface. The top support can also be 
used as a handle to ensure a perfect balance.

Adjustable Height: 80 - 230mm Weight: 2.4kg

This ladder is not recommended for multi-personnel 
assault operations. 

sizes, codes and prices

3.3m (10ft 9in) telescoPic ladder 
code - 5154   

3.8m comPact telescoPic ladder 
code - 5651   

telestePs safety feet 
code - 5679   

telestePs toP suPPort / stabiliser 
code - 5680   
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- Combo of stepladder and standard ladder
- Max. working height 3.2m
- Lightweight, easily stored and carried

An intelligent combination of a stepladder and a conventional ladder, the Combi is a 
revolutionary step in the world of retractable ladders. It can act as a free-standing 
stepladder, but has two extra steps which provide comfortable support for the legs, 
enabling you to stand steady and work at height. With a simple manoeuvre the ladder 
is transformed and is equally suitable for leaning against a wall. When retracted the 
Combi is just 88cm long.

max. working height - 3.2-metres   length closed - 88cm 
Weight - 9.9kg   colour - silver / red   Width - 69cm 

- Designed for round telescopic ladders
- Quality hard wearing material
- Keep your ladders in top condition
- Covert Black

A custom bag made from tough nylon to manufacturers specification, and providing a 
durable cover to protect your investment in your MOE equipment. This bag will take 
2.6m (discontinued ladder) and 3.3m round section telescopic ladders.

colour - covert black

- Combo of stepladder and standard ladder
- Max. working height 3-metres
- Lightweight, easily stored and carried

An intelligent combination of a stepladder and a conventional ladder, the Combi is a
revolutionary step in the world of retractable ladders. It can act as a free-standing 
stepladder, but has two extra steps which provide comfortable support for the legs, 
enabling you to stand steady and work at height. With a simple manoeuvre the ladder 
is transformed and is equally suitable for leaning against a wall. When retracted the 
Combi is just 68cm long.

max. working height - 3-metres length closed - 68cm

Width - 62cm Weight - 10kg colour - silver

2.0m telescoPic combi ladder - CODE 8650

telescoPic ladder bag - CODE 5155

1.7m telescoPic combi ladder - CODE 8581
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search equiPment

- The world’s first non-conductive ladder
- Lightweight glass fibre construction
- Withstands voltages of up to 30kV

This is the world’s first non-conductive telescopic glass fibre ladder. It has been 
voltage tested to European Standard EN61478 and can withstand voltages of 
up to 30kV, making it the perfect tool for when working in electrical powered 
environments. This kit can also be used as several ladders in one, either as a free-
standing or a lean-to ladder which can be extended to many different heights. Its 
smooth fold down action retracts the ladder down to just 88cm, and weighs 9.3kg.

max. working height - 3.2-metres   length closed - 88cm  
Weight - 9.3kg     colour - yellow

- Combo of stepladder and standard ladder
- Max. working height 3.6-metres
- Lightweight, easily stored and carried

An intelligent combination of a stepladder and a conventional ladder, the Combi is a
revolutionary step in the world of retractable ladders. It can act as a free-standing 
stepladder, but has two extra steps which provide comfortable support for the legs, 
enabling you to stand steady and work at height. With a simple manoeuvre the ladder 
is transformed and is equally suitable for leaning against a wall. When retracted the 
Combi is just 73cm long.

max. working height - 3.6-metres   length closed - 73cm

Width - 69cm  Weight - 14.5kg  colour - silver

- Combo of stepladder and standard ladder
- Max. working height 4.2-metres
- Lightweight, easily stored and carried

An intelligent combination of a stepladder and a conventional ladder, the Combi is a
revolutionary step in the world of retractable ladders. It can act as a free-standing 
stepladder, but has two extra steps which provide comfortable support for the legs, 
enabling you to stand steady and work at height. With a simple manoeuvre the ladder 
is transformed and is equally suitable for leaning against a wall. When retracted the 
Combi is just 79cm long.

max. working height - 4.2-metres   length closed - 79cm

Width - 77cm  Weight - 19.8kg  colour - silver

2m non-conductive ladder - CODE 8584

2.3m telescoPic combi ladder - CODE 8582

3m telescoPic combi ladder - CODE 8583
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- Unique design
- Lightweight aluminium construction
- Easily stored and carried

The unique design of these search ladders allow sections to slot together in 
1 metre (39”) lengths without the need for nuts and bolts. Lightweight to 
carry and easily stored in car or van.

This ladder is not recommended for multi-personnel assault operations.

Weight - 4m (8.6kg / 19lb)

- Lightweight aluminium construction
- Closed length 98cm (38”)
- Extension lengths 3.66m/12’
- Easily stored and carried

This lightweight, strong, go-anywhere ladder collapses down to just 38” and is tough
enough for most search applications. It’s manufactured in the UK to BSEN 131.
This ladder is not recommended for multi-personnel assault operations.

Weight - 11.8kg (26lb)

Colour - Self colour (available in black at extra cost and by special order)

- Unique design
- Lightweight aluminium construction
- Easily stored and carried

The unique design of these search ladders allow sections to slot together in 
1 metre (39”) lengths without the need for nuts and bolts. Lightweight to 
carry and easily stored in car or van. 

This ladder is not recommended for multi-personnel assault operations.

Weight - 3m (6.4kg / 14lb)

4 metre search ladder - CODE 1076

12’ telescoPic ladder - CODE 1079

3 metre search ladder - CODE 1026
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- Double extension/Double width
- Multi level 3.6 to 6.5 metres
- Black finish
- Two man capability

This is a serious ladder with impressive capabilities. This double extension/double 
width assault ladder. Manufactured in the UK to BSEN 131 from box section aluminium 
has a 2 man multi level assault capabilty. Our photo says a 1000 words, please call for 
more information as it is also available in single width or multi sectional.

Working heights - 3.6 (12’) - 6.5 (21.6’) metres     
 
colour - black  Weight - 40kg

- Lightweight aluminium construction
- Easily stored and carried
- Black finish
- Two man capability

This lightweight, strong, go-anywhere, double section assault ladder is tough enough 
for most MOE applications, especially ground floor window entries. Manufactured in 
the UK to BSEN 131 from box section aluminium, the ends of the stiles are fitted with 
non-slip, wraparound rubber feet to provide extra stability on slippery surfaces. The 
rungs of the ladder are made from non-slip swage aluminium. Also available as single 
section ladder and first floor assault ladders, please call for prices and specs.

length - 1200cm (4’) Width - 78cm (3’) Weight - 7kg / 15.5lb)

multi level assault ladder - CODE 5732

5 metre search ladder - CODE 1077

2 man assault ladder - CODE 5103

- Unique design
- Lightweight aluminium construction
- Easily stored and carried

The unique design of these search ladders allow sections to slot together in 
1 metre (39”) lengths without the need for nuts and bolts. Lightweight to 
carry and easily stored in car or van.

This ladder is not recommended for multi-personnel assault operations.

Weight - 5m (10.8kg / 24lb)
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- Heavy duty rubber suction cup
- Suitable for handling glass and panelling
- Durable high impact nylon body
- Quick release handle

An extremely useful tool when it comes to a house or factory search, this heavy duty 
panel puller uses a tough rubber suction cup to make moving glass and panelling 
that much easier. It features a quick release handle for when you’re in a hurry and 
its nylon body can easily cope with knocks and scrapes. A brilliant tool at a brilliant 
price!

Weight - 370g  colour - black

- Audio and visual alarms
- 1 years use on single battery
- Lightweight (262g / 9oz)
- Tough durable ABS case

A metal detector for personnel search with an instant audible and visual alarm. 
Automatically adjusts for optimum performance and effective on all metals, ferrous, 
non-ferrous and stainless steel, down to 0.1g. Low power consumption gives 12 
months (daily) use on a single battery. Manufactured from high impact resistant ABS, 
kit comes complete with wrist strap and batteries.

colour - black Weight - 262g (9oz) 

dimensions - 365 x 55 x 30mm (14” x 2” x 1”)

- Audio and visual alarms
- 1 years use on single battery
- Lightweight (262g / 9oz)
- Tough durable ABS case

This metal detector is for personnel search use and has an instant audible and 
visual alarm. It automatically adjusts for optimum performance and is effective 
on all metals, ferrous, non-ferrous and stainless steel down to 0.05g. Low power 
consumption gives 12 months (daily) use on a single battery. It’s manufactured  
from high impact resistant ABS, and the kit comes complete with a wrist strap  
and batteries.

dimensions - 36.5cm x 5.5cm x 3cm (14” x 2” x 1”)

heavy duty Panel Puller - CODE 5571

general PurPose metal detector - CODE 1030

high sensitivity metal detector - CODE 5085
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- Solid design with torch illumination
- Lightweight construction
- Overall length 50cm (19”)
- Complete with 110mm (4.5”) round mirror

A ‘D’ cell torch fitted to a rigid steel arm provides a self-illuminating arm for 
searching inaccessible areas of ships, vehicles and buildings. It comes complete with 
a 11cm (4.5”) diameter mirror, although other sizes are available to order.

length - 50cm (19”)  colour - black

- Special design with in-built illumination
- Lightweight construction
- Extends 20cm - 80cm (8 - 31”)
- Can be carried in your pocket

This long reach self-illuminating telescopic arm has six sections extending from 20cm 
(8”) to 80cm (31”) for searching inaccessible areas of ships, vehicles and buildings. 
It comes with an automatic On/Off switch which provides illumination and therefore 
excellent vision day or night. The mirror measures 11.5cm x 6.5cm (4.5” x 2.5”) 
making it compact enough to fit in a pocket.

length - 122cm (4’)  Width - 91cm (3’)

telescoPic arm & mirror (illuminated) - CODE 5328

telescoPic arm & mirror - CODE 5141

illuminated search mirror - CODE 5156

- Special design allows torch to be fitted
- Lightweight aluminium construction
- Extends to 1400mm (55”)
- Easily stored and carried

A long reach telescopic arm with 6 sections extending from 350mm (14”) to 1400mm 
(55”) for searching inaccessible areas of ships, vehicles and buildings. Comes 
complete with 140mm (5”) acrylic round mirror and lanyard for extra safety in 
hazardous areas. Can be used with torch clamped on handle. Torch and other shapes 
and sizes of mirrors available at extra cost. Lightweight to carry and easily stored in 
car or van.
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- Perfect in hard to reach areas
- Can reach into the tiniest spaces
- 45-degree mirror attachment included

Taking the hassle out of visual inspections this endoscope has been designed 
to get into the smallest of apertures and still give a clear image. The 4mm 
flexible endoscope cable is 18” long and a powerful Xenon light source 
is built in to illuminate the search area. A 45-degree mirror attachment 
provides increased vision perpendicular to the entry point, while three spare 
bulbs, two 3V lithium batteries and an aluminium carry case are included.

Power - 2x cr123a batteries (included)
options - a 6mm endoscope and 36” cable length are optional 
extras

- Useful pen-style design
- Detects from 90 to 600 V AC
- Built-in ultra bright white LED
- AAA battery included

This non-contact voltage detector with a built-in LED flashlight is combined into an 
easy to use pen-style design. The LVD2 is a CAT IV 600 V rated detector that includes 
dual sensitivity turning blue 1” to 5” (2.54 cm to 12.7 cm) from the source and red 
when at the source.

Power - AAA battery (included)  Colour - Black/yellow

- 1 metre camera shaft
- Takes pictures and records
- Palm-sized LCD screen

Taking the hassle out of visual inspections in hard to reach areas, this LCD 
inspection scope has been designed for professionals and can even be used 
with thick gloves on. The 3.5” TFT LCD screen gives a detailed and clear 
picture once the 1-metre camera cable has been attached. The compact 
5.5mm fibre optic cable can get in the smallest of spaces and can take JPG 
images or record ASF video at the touch of a button. Other features include 
a mini USB cable, a battery charger, a 512MB memory card, AV leads and an 
aluminium case. Optional lens modules can be purchased giving ranges of 
2m, 3m, 10m or 30m.

4mm search endoscoPe - CODE 5477

non-contact ac voltage detector - CODE 5630

lcd insPection endoscoPe - CODE 5476
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- Takes pictures and video
- Self levelling imager head
- 3.5” colour LCD screen

Taking the hassle out of visual 
inspections in hard to reach areas this 
inspection camera features a 3.5” LCD 
colour screen mounted on a pistol grip 
to give a clear picture once the 90cm 
semi-flexible camera cable has been 
attached. 9.5 or 17mm automatic self 
levelling imager heads complete with 
adjustable LED lighting come with the 
kit, and you have the option of saving 
JPG images or AVI videos onto an SD 
memory card which can help with 
capturing evidence. Other features 
include a 3x zoom, a mini USB port  
and cable, optional audio recording,  
a mirror, hook and magnet and a  
carry case.

lcd micro insPection camera - CODE 5474

lcd micro exPlorer insPection camera 
- CODE 5475

- Perfect in hard to reach areas
- Extendable, semi-flexible 90cm cable
- Pistol grip 2.4” colour LCD screen

Taking the hassle out of visual inspections 
in hard to reach areas such as wall 
cavities, ductwork and pipework, this 
micro inspection camera has a 2.4” LCD 
colour screen mounted on a pistol grip to 
give a detailed and clear picture once the 
90cm semi-flexible camera cable has been 
attached. A 17mm imager head complete 
with adjustable LED lighting comes with 
the kit (a 9.5mm head is optional), while a 
hook, magnet and mirror can also be fitted. 
Other features include a video-out cable 
and a carry case.

Power - 4x aa batteries (included) 

image head - 17mm (9.5mm optional)



M E T H O D  O F  E N T R Y

No matter what the operation your protective equipment is paramount 
to your personal safety. We at Sigma can supply everything you could 
possibly need to help reduce the risk of injury from cuts and slashes 

from broken glass, edged weapons, animals and other potentially 
dangerous hazards that can arise during rapid intervention duties.

KEEP yOURSELF PROTECTED
Protective equiPment moe
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- Full protection kit for use with the Enforcer
- Mitts and forearm protectors

The mitts, in conjunction with the Forearm Protectors, have been designed 
to offer the wearer the highest level of protection when using the Enforcer 
family of tools in MoE operations. The 46cm (18”) puncture-resistant, double 
palm leather mitts ( 2 layers of leather with a Kevlar interlining) extend up 
to the elbow and provide excellent resistance against abrasion and puncture. 
The 2mm Poly Forearm Protectors, worn inside the mitts, provide additional 
puncture and crush protection. We recommend the use of both mitts and 
forearm protectors together for maximum protection. Wearing either item 
individually reduces the level of protection.  
see individual items for full details

- Worn inside leather mitts
- Lightweight, added forearm protection

The Forearm Protectors, in conjunction with the Mitts, have been designed to offer 
the wearer the highest level of protection when using the ram family of tools. The 
46cm puncture resistant, double palm leather mitts (2 layers of leather with a Kevlar 
interlining) extend up to the elbow and provide excellent resistance against abrasion 
and puncture. The 2mm Forearm Protectors, worn inside the mitts, provide additional 
puncture and crush protection. We recommend the use of both mitts and forearm 
protectors together for maximum protection.

Weight - 300g  length - 21cm (8”) max  diameter - 11cm (4.5”)

Thickness - 2mm  Material - Poly  Colour - Transparent

Protective mitt Kit - CODE 1011

Protective leather mitts - CODE 1007

forearm Protectors - CODE 1008

- Protection when using the Door Rams
- Hand and forearm protection
- Two layers of leather + Kevlar interlining

These mitts have been designed to offer the wearer the highest level of protection 
when using the Enforcer family of tools in MoE operations. The 46cm (18”) puncture-
resistant, double palm leather mitts (two layers of leather with a Kevlar interlining) 
extend up to the elbow and provide excellent resistance against abrasion and 
puncture. We highly recommend the use of both mitts and forearm protectors 
together for maximum protection.
 
length - 46cm (18”) leather outer - chrome tanned split leather, 1.2 /1.4mm thick 
 
lining material on palm - chrome tanned split leather, 1.2/1.4mm thick
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- Protects from shoulder to wrist
- Light and comfortable
- Level 4 Blade Cut Resistance (EN 388)
 
The Kevlar Arm Protector has been designed to offer a high 
level of protection during MoE operations where there is 
a risk of injury from cuts and slashes from broken glass, 
edged weapons and other similar hazards. Manufactured 
from high specification Kevlar, it is light and comfortable 
to wear with no restriction of movement.

Material - Kevlar  Colour - Black / Royal Blue / Olive Green

- Heavy duty leather
- Kevlar felt lining
- Fold back hand with Velcro fastening
 -Adjustable cuff

A heavy duty leather MOE mitt with a punture resistant Kevlar felt lining on the back 
of the hand. A fully adjustable cuff features Kevlar felt interlining, while there is also 
a fold back hand with a Velcro fastening so the wearer can still use a firearm.

material - leather / Kevlar

Colour - Black  One size only

- Protects from shoulder to wrist
- Light and comfortable
- Level 4 Blade Cut Resistance (EN 388)
 
The Kevlar Arm Protector has been designed to offer a high level of protection during 
MoE operations where there is a risk of injury from cuts and slashes from broken 
glass, edged weapons and other similar hazards. Manufactured from high specification 
Kevlar, it is light and comfortable to wear with no restriction of movement.

material - Kevlar

Colour - Black / Royal Blue / Olive Green

Kevlar arm Protector - CODE 5108

fold bacK mitt - CODE 5105

moe sleeve - CODE 5077
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- Level 4 Blade Cut Resistance (EN 388)
- Light and comfortable
- Velcro fastening 

The Kevlar Neck Protector has been designed to offer a high level of protection during 
MoE operations where there is a risk of injury from cuts and slashes from broken 
glass, edged weapons and other similar hazards. Manufactured from high specification 
Kevlar it is light and comfortable to wear. Based on the latest fibre technology the 
clothing offers a unique combination of protection and flexibility. 

material - Kevlar

Colour - Royal Blue

- Head protection
- Lightweight and comfortable
- Single eye aperture
- Level 4 blade cut (EN 388)

The Kevlar Balaclava have been designed to offer the wearer a high level of 
protection to the head and neck areas during MOE (Window Entry) operations. 
Manufactured from high specification Kevlar, it is light and comfortable to wear with 
a single eye aperture and double layer on cheeks. 

material - Kevlar

colour - black

Kevlar necK Protector - CODE 5109

Kevlar glove & arm Protector - CODE 5107

Kevlar balaclava - CODE 5041

- Full arm and hand protection
- Light and comfortable
- Level 4 Blade Cut Resistance (EN 388)

The Kevlar Glove and Arm Protector has been designed 
to offer a high level of protection during MOE operations 
where there is a risk of injury from cuts and slashes from 
broken glass, edged weapons and other similar hazards. 
Manufactured from high specification Kevlar, it is light and 
comfortable to wear with no restriction of movement.

Material - Kevlar  Colour - Black / Royal Blue / Olive Green
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- Fire resistant
- Light and comfortable
- 35cm long

The Nomex Neck Roll has been designed to offer a high level of protection during MOE
operations where there is a risk of injury from flames and excessive heat hazards. 
Manufactured from high specification Nomex it is light and comfortable to wear. 
Based on the latest fibre technology the clothing offers a unique combination of 
protection and flexibility.

length - 35cm colour - blue  material - nomex

- Offers protection for whole leg
- Light and comfortable
- Level 4 Blade Cut Resistance

The Kevlar Leggings have been designed to offer a high level of protection during MoE
operations where there is a risk of injury from cuts and slashes from broken glass, 
edged weapons and other similar hazards. Manufactured from high specification 
Kevlar it is light and comfortable to wear allowing full movement of the leg. Based  
on the latest fibre technology the clothing offers a unique combination of protection 
and flexibility.

material - Kevlar

- Protects body and arms
- Light and flexible
- Level 4 Blade Cut Resistance (EN 388)

The Kevlar Vest Top has been designed to offer a high level of protection during MoE
operations where there is a risk of injury from cuts and slashes from broken glass, 
edged weapons and other similar hazards. Manufactured from high specification 
Kevlar it is light and comfortable to wear allowing full movement of the body. Based 
on the latest fibre technology the clothing offers a unique combination of protection 
and flexibility.

material - Kevlar

Kevlar vest toP - CODE 5111

nomex necK roll - CODE 5119

Kevlar leggings - CODE 5110
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- New unique hinged design
- Superior comfort and Lightweight

These Knee Pads have a half-inch closed cell Inner Foam Pad which offers protection 
and ultimate comfort with an extremely strong hard plastic outer shell. Other 
features include the speed clips and the hinges for ease of movement. Having 
identical sides allows the user to create a left and a right knee pad. The brightly 
coloured non-marking grip-strips, ensure a firm grip on any surface. Easily adjustable 
straps are placed well above and below the knee for maximum comfort.

length - 24.2cm (9.5”)  thickness - 1.2cm (0.5”)   
 
Weight - 424g (15oz) per pair

- Worn inside or outside overalls
- Knee and shin protection
- Simple to use
- Lightweight and adjustable

The Lower Leg Protectors have been designed to offer the wearer the highest level of
protection during MoE and Public Order operations. Constructed from rigid plastic 
mouldings with impact absorbing foam, the shin section is extended to eliminate 
the gap between shin and knee. They are secured to the shin by webbing straps with 
Velco fastening and elastic straps secure them around the knee.

Weight - 800g length - 3 sizes (short / regular 5’9”- 6’2” / long)

- Protection for the whole body
- Light, comfortable and flexible
- Level 4 Blade Cut Resistance (EN 388)

The Kevlar Underwear Full Set has been designed to offer a high level of protection 
during MOE operations where there is a risk of injury from cuts and slashes from 
broken glass, edged weapons and other similar hazards. Manufactured from high 
specification Kevlar it is light and comfortable to wear and allows full movement 
for all the body. Based on the latest fibre technology the clothing offers a unique 
combination of protection and flexibility.

Colour - Black/Royal Blue/Olive Green

ultra flexhinged Knee Pads - CODE 5010

Kevlar underWear full set - CODE 5106

shin & Knee Protectors - CODE 1095
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- Super lightweight
- Durable
- Revolutionary fastening system
- Non-marking outer shell

Zero Gravity are one of the lightest knee pads on the planet with half inch closed 
cell foam pad for superior comfort and a soft woven elastic strap for continuous use. 
The knee pad outer shell is manufactured from a hard material and will not mark any 
surface. A new feature is the revolutionary fastening system which pops in and out 
like a button for easy use. Simply pull the strap end to adjust to any size knee. Due 
to the knee pads unique lightness, weighing only 86g (3oz) per pair, you will forget 
you are wearing them.

- Upper leg protection
- Lightweight and comfortable
- Fast and easy to put on
- Smaller version available

The Thigh Protectors have been designed to offer the wearer a high level of 
protection during MoE and Public Order operations. Constructed from high impact ABS 
moulding with impact absorbing foam they are secured to the thigh by an elasticated 
strap and to the trouser belt by a webbing strap with a Velcro fastening.

Weight - 360g (13oz) Material - ABS and poly foam Colour - Black

note: smaller alternative sizing available (300g - 10oz)

- Upper arm protection
- Lightweight and comfortable
- Fast and easy to put on
- Complements our forearm protectors

The Upper Arm Protectors have been designed to offer the wearer a high level of 
protection during MoE and Public Order operations. Constructed from high impact ABS 
moulding lined with impact absorbing foam, they are secured to the arm by a 50mm 
elasticated strap with a Velcro fastening.

Weight - 220g (8oz) Material - ABS and poly foam Colour - Black

uPPer arm Protectors - CODE 5035

Zero gravity Knee Pads - CODE 5011

thigh Protectors - CODE 5034
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- High protection levels
- Light and comfortable to wear
- Adjustable headband

This lightweight helmet with a built-in visor combines safety with economy and is 
designed for basic general use. The high density polyethylene shell gives good general 
protection while the visor can protect both the eyes and face from flying debris.
The adjustable headstrap ensures the perfect fit everytime.

colour - blue

- Economically priced
- High protection levels
- Polycarbonate visor
- Padded neck curtain

An economically priced helmet without compromising high levels of protection. The 
helmet thermoplastic shell with comfortable inner padding and lining conforms to 
BS1869 for impact and penetration. The Polycarbonate visor offers protection impact 
to BS2092 Grade 1 and BS4110 Grade 2. Additional protection is provided by a padded 
neck curtain, and the chinstrap is adjusted by a knurled bar buckle.

- Lightweight and cool
- Multi position straps will fit any arm
- Superior quality construction

The Armor-Pro elbow pads have been designed to offer the wearer a high level of 
protection during MoE and Public Order operations. Virtually indestructible, these 
pads feature a grippy cap that can keep your elbow in place on nearly any surface, 
and is easily adjusted for maximum comfort. The multi-position Velcro arm straps can 
be adjusted while wearing gloves, and the abrasion resistant foam and rubber body 
protects your arm yet remains extremely flexible.

Weight - 400g (14oz) Material - ABS and poly foam

centurion safety helmet + visor - CODE 5179

armor-Pro elboW Pad - CODE 5498

thermoPlastic helmet - CODE 1070
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- CE Approved
- Anti-Mist Polycarbonate lens
- Grade 1 impact resistant
- May be worn over spectacles

Weighing in at only 0.1kg (4oz) these Grade 1 impact resistant goggles 
are manufactured to comply with EN166-1994 and offer a high level 
of protection during all MoE operations. Also bearing CE approval 
they can be worn over spectacles and protect against medium energy 
impacts, large dust particles, liquid dropets, molten metals and  
hot solids.

Weight - 0.1kg (4oz)   colour - transparent

- Maximum comfort and protection
- Class 1 anti-scratch and anti-mist lens
- Compatible with prescription spectacles
- Optional face guard is available

These lightweight safety goggles brilliantly combine user comfort 
with maximum protection, and are manufactured to comply with 
EN166-1B-3.4.9. They can be worn over spectacles and protect against 
impact, chemicals, dust, gas and molten metal.Features include a 
wide adjustable headband and an optical Class 1 anti-scratch and 
anti-mist polycarbonate lens.

colour - clear lens, blue frame

- Ultra lightweight glasses
- Excellent all-round protection
- Anti-scratch lenses

These ultra lightweight safety glasses combine user comfort with 
maximum protection, and satisfy the requirements of the European 
Directive for Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 89/686/EEC. They 
are also marked to identify their field of use and performance as 
required under EN166IF. Weighing in at only 24-grams you barely 
notice that they’re on, and the anti-scratch lenses can really take 
some punishment.

colour - clear lenses, black frame

geneva safety glasses (clear) - CODE 5572

goggles - CODE 1028

blast safety goggles - CODE 5352
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- Ultra lightweight glasses
- Excellent all-round protection
- Anti-scratch lenses
- Tinted lenses

These ultra lightweight safety glasses combine user comfort with 
maximum protection, and satisfy the requirements of the European 
Directive for Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 89/686/EEC. They 
are also marked to identify their field of use and performance as 
required under EN166IF. Weighing in at only 24-grams you barely 
notice that they’re on, and the grey tinted anti-scratch lenses can 
really take some punishment.

Colour - Grey lenses, black frame

- Stylish yet safe glasses
- Lightweight design
- Clear, wraparound anti-scratch lenses

These stylish yet lightweight safety glasses feature bendable temples 
to fit your ears, a soft nose bridge to prevent slippage and wrap-around 
8-base polycarbonate anti-scratch lenses for excellent coverage and 
protection. The Metalite’s are also marked to identify their field of use 
and performance as required under EN166IF.

colour - clear lenses, graphite frame

- Stylish yet safe glasses
- Lightweight design
- Grey, wraparound sun-spec lenses

These stylish yet lightweight safety glasses feature bendable temples 
to fit your ears, a soft nose bridge to prevent slippage and wrap-
around 8-base polycarbonate sun-spec lenses for excellent coverage 
and protection. The Metalite’s are also marked to identify their field 
of use and performance as required under EN166IF.

Colour - Grey lenses, graphite frame

metalite safety glasses (grey) - CODE 5575

geneva safety glasses (grey) - CODE 5573

metalite safety glasses (clear) - CODE 5574
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Protective equiPment

- Stylish wraparound design
- Lightweight yet strong
- Clear, anti-fog and anti-scratch lenses

These brilliant value wraparound safety glasses satisfy the 
requirements of the European Directive for Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) 89/686/EEC. They are also marked to identify their 
field of use and performance as required under EN166IF. The clear 
lenses are both anti-scratch and anti-fog, adding to their all-round 
versatility. The soft-side grip side arms aid comfort, and they also 
come supplied with a handy glasses cord.

colour - clear lenses, black frame

- A combination of style and technology
- Floating lens design ensures optimum fit
- Clear, anti-scratch lenses

The secure wraparound brow and floating lens design of the Protege 
really makes them stand out from the crowd as well ensuring an 
optimum fit for all head shapes. The soft temple pads and clear nose 
pads also add to the all-round comfort. The Protege’s are also  
marked to identify their field of use and performance as required 
under EN166IF.

colour - clear lenses, graphite frame

- A combination of style and technology
- Floating lens design ensures optimum fit
- Grey TSR anti-scratch lenses

The secure wraparound brow and floating lens design of the Protege 
really makes them stand out from the crowd as well ensuring an 
optimum fit for all head shapes. The soft temple pads and clear nose 
pads also add to the all-round comfort. The Protege’s are also  
marked to identify their field of use and performance as required 
under EN166IF.

Colour - Grey lenses, graphite frame

Protege safety glasses (grey) - CODE 5578

montana safety glasses (clear) - CODE 5576

Protege safety glasses (clear) - CODE 5577
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- Stylish yet safe glasses
- Triple reflex coating on anti-scratch lenses
- Mirror finish and UV protection

These sturdy, solid yet stylish safety glasses are the perfect all-
rounders. Their high density nylon construction means that they can 
take knocks and impacts with ease as well as resisting heat. The triple 
reflex coating on the lenses provides excellent scratch resistance and 
a cool mirror finish as well as the all important UV protection. A clear 
lens finish is also available at the same price.

colour - blue lenses, silver frame

- Stylish yet safe glasses
- Triple reflex coating on anti-scratch lenses
- Mirror finish and UV protection

These sturdy, solid yet stylish safety glasses are the perfect all-
rounders. Their high density nylon construction means that they can 
take knocks and impacts with ease as well as resisting heat. The triple 
reflex coating on the lenses provides excellent scratch resistanceand a 
cool mirror finish as well as the all important UV protection. A clear lens 
finish is also available at the same price.

colour - orange/gold lenses, silver frame

- Hi Visibility Yellow or Orange
- Reflective strip around peak and across back adjuster
- One size fit all

Stand out and be seen!!! With this 100% Nylon Hi Visibility baseball 
cap trimmed with 3m Scotchlite reflective material around the peak 
and across the adjustable strap at the rear you certainly won’t be 
missed. POLICE (or other wording) can be embroidered to front, and 
one size fits all.

Material - 100% Nylon   Colour - Hi Viz Yellow or Orange

hi viZ baseball caP - CODE 5204

fuel safety glasses (blue) - CODE 5579

fuel safety glasses(orange/gold) - CODE 5580
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Protective equiPment

- Heat resistant
- Impact-resistant pad
- Level 5 Blade Cut Resistance

A heat-resistant leather gauntlet designed with a Kevlar composite lining and impact-
resistant pad on the back of the hand for added protection. It offers a high level of 
protection with level 5 blade cut resistance to EN 388

material - leather / Kevlar  colour - black   

sizes - xs, s, m, l, xl

- Hand and wrist protection
- Water resistant
- Reinforced palm/thumb/knuckles/wrist
- Touch and close fastening

These water resistant high quality leather gloves have been designed to offer the 
wearer a high level of protection when using the hydraulic, pneumatic and smaller 
MOE tools (not door rams). The quality leather is supplemented on thumb, palm, 
knuckles and wrist by additional black suede leather providing excellent resistance 
against abrasion. Velcro touch and close wrist fastening is also a feature.

material - leather  colour - black

- Waterproof and abrasion resistant
- Double thickness palms
- Leather trigger finger
- Back wrist strap

The Standard Cobra is made from high quality waterproof and abrasion resistant 
coated Kevlar fabric, with double thickness palms and a leather trigger finger 
for added protection in different situations. The glove features Nomex lining for 
maximum protection, and it also has a back strap for extra support and to help fit the 
individual.

material - Kevlar / nomex

standard cobra glove - CODE 5097

Public order glove - CODE 5121

intervention glove - CODE 5039
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- Water resistant cape leather
- Kevlar lining
- Level 5 Blade Cut Resistance (EN388)

A water resistant cape leather glove with a high quality Kevlar composite linging.  
It offers high protection at Level 5 Blade Cut Resistance.

material - leather and Kevlar colour - black   

size - xs, s, m, l, xl

- Waterproof and Abrasion Resistant
- Double Thickness Palms
- Leather Trigger Finger

The Cobra Plus is made from high quality waterproof and abrasion resistant caoted 
Kevlar fabric. It has double thickness palms and a leather trigger finger, while it is 
also Nomex lined with a back wrist strap to keep fastened. The palm and thumb is 
leather reinforcement for extra grip.

material - Kevlar, nomex and leather  

colour - black  size - 7-11

- Extended cuff
- Waterproof and abrasion resistant
- Double thickness palm and trigger finger
- Nomex lining

The Extended Standard Cobra is made from high quality waterproof and abrasion 
resistant coated Kevlar fabric, with double thickness palms and a leather trigger 
finger for added protection in different situations. The glove features Nomex lining 
for maximum protection, and it also has a back strap for extra support and to help  
fit the individual. It has an extended cuff for extended protection of the wrist and 
lower forearm.

material - Kevlar / nomex

beatsafe slash resistant uniform glove -  

 

extended cobra glove - CODE 5100

cobra Plus glove - CODE 5099

CODE 5101
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Protective equiPment

- Water resistant leather
- Kevlar composite lining and reinforced palm
- Unlined trigger finger

A water resistant leather rappelling glove with a high quality Kevlar composite lining 
and reinforced palm for added protection. It has an unlined trigger finger for easy use 
and complies with EN 388 standards.

material - leather and Kevlar

colour - black

size - s, m, l, xl

- Heavy duty leather
- Reinforced palm
- Brushed Kevlar lining
- Velcro wrist adjustment

This fast roping glove is a heavy duty leather glove with a reinforced palm lined with 
brushed Kevlar. It has a Velcro wrist adjustment for a snug fit.

material - leather / Kevlar

colour - black

size - s, m, l, xl

- Mechanic-style needle resistant gloves
- 3 layers of needlestick protection
- Added protection on palm and fingers
- Level 5 Puncture Resistance (EN 388)

Perfect for use in general applications where cut and puncture-resistance is needed, 
these mechanic-style needle resistant gloves offer extra protection on the palm and 
fingers. There are three layers of the highest sharps protection technology available, 
as well as a specialised gripping surface on the palm. Offering good dexterity, these 
machine washable gloves meet EN 338 Cut Level 5.

material - hexarmor  colour - black

hexarmor 4041 needle resist glove - CODE 5594

intervention / raPPelling glove - CODE 5102

fast roPing glove - CODE 5209
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- Fully lined with brushed Kevlar
- Cotton drill back
- Knitted Kevlar wrist
- Level 3 Puncture Resistance (EN 388)

A leather ‘Stinger’ glove fully lined with brushed Kevlar and a cotton drill back with a 
knitted Kevlar wrist. It has a Level 3 punture resistance (EN 388.) and is made for use 
with the Stinger Spike system.

Material - Brushed Kevlar Colour - Beige One size only

- Based on the leather Blazemaster glove
- Puncture resistant yet flexible
- Ideal for search operations
- Level 5 cut-resistant

Based on our highly successful Blazemaster Pro-Fit firefighting glove, the Duotex 
Pro-Fit offers puncture-resistance combined with exceptional levels of dexterity 
and flexibility. It features supple water-resistant cape leather (sheepskin) outers, a 
waterproof, breathable membrane and double thickness palms and fourchettes, with 
additional thumb, first finger and fingertip reinforcement, for needle-resistance. The 
cuff is make from knitted Kevlar with a very useful vein patch.

- Mechanic-style needle resistant gloves
- Highest puncture protection available
- Heavy duty full coverage gloves
- Level 5 Puncture Resistance (EN 388)

Perfect for use in general applications where cut and puncture-resistance is needed, 
these mechanic-style needle resistant gloves offer the highest puncture protection 
available. These heavy duty full coverage gloves feature a specialised grip on the 
palm plus a padded knuckle for extra protection on the back of the hand.
Offering high dexterity, these gloves meet EN 338 Cut Level 5.

material - hexarmor  colour - black

stinger glove - CODE 5112

hexarmor 3041 needle resist glove - CODE 5595

duotexPro-fit 09P/2321 glove - CODE 5596
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Protective equiPment

- Complete range to suit every need
- All shapes and sizes
- All CE marked and approved
- Clear and solid

All items in the range are now type approved and ‘CE’ marked following extensive 
and rigorous testing and assessment. The testing programme involves testing to 
destruction, using penetrating and blunt impacts which replicate the real life threats 
made to serving officers. Every threat is catered for with a range of shapes and sizes 
with a range of options and accessories to suit every situation.

Call with your requirements and we’ll do the rest.

- Humane method to control dogs or other dangerous animals
- Non lethal but gives a severe shock

Developed for UK Police units as a humane way to control dogs or other dangerous 
animals. Made from 3mm clear Laxan Polycarbonate it has lightweight hoop handles. 
Mounted on the rear is the control/electronics box that delivers a high voltage to the 
conductive matrix on the front panel. A red button activates the device and a unique 
safety key attached by a lanyard to the operator ensures the device only operates 
when used by authorised personnel. The controls are automatically deactivated if the 
shield is dropped or snatched by a hostile party. A separate black nylon carrier  
is available.

- Custom made for Animal Control Shield
- Keeps shield protected and out of sight
- Avoid unnecessary attention
 
This is a custom made black nylon carrying bag for the Animal Control Shield. Apart 
from protecting your investment in the shield it also helps in keeping the shield out of 
sight and preventing unwanted attention until the team is ready for action.

Colour - Black Material - Nylon

animal control shield carry bag - CODE 5174

shields - CODE 5061

animal control shield - CODE 5173
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- Lightweight
- Totally portable
- High Protection (NIJ Level II)
- 2m x 1m (78” x 39”) Size

For the ultimate in portability a flexible ballistic blanket to PSDB HG1, 2m x 1m (78” 
x 39”) offers a high level of protection (NIJ Level II) in operations involving firearms. 
It features a waterproof nylon inner cover, black ballistic nylon outer cover and 
nylon webbing handles for the suspension, plus four additional magnetic blocks for 
suspension from vehicles. This item is available to order, so please call with your 
requirements. It is also available with Level IIIA protection at extra cost.

- Full range of sizes and specifications
- Hollow or solid
- Tough and durable
- Supplied with nylon cord thong

All batons are manufactured from a 
rigid black grade of nylon which has an 
excellent combination of properties, 
outstanding toughness plus high 
impact strength and long term fatigue 
resistance. The MP range has a rubber grip and rubber ring for locating into the belt holder, whereas the AB range 
has four grooves machined as a grip and may be supplied with or without the rubber ring for locating into the belt 
holder. Our batons are available in a complete range of weights and sizes, so call with your requirements.

- Lightweight
- Totally portable
- Level II Protection
- 48” x 24” Size

For the ultimate in portability our flexible ballistic shield measuring 48” x 24” (122cm 
x 61cm) comes in Level II or Level IIIA protection. It is available by special order only, 
so please ring with your requirements.

colour - black

ballistic blanKet + magnets - CODE 5036

flexible ballistic shield level ii - CODE 5014

flexible ballistic shield level iiia - CODE 5015

batons - CODE 5060
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Protective equiPment

- Lightweight
- Totally portable
- High Protection (Leather/Kevlar)
- 29” x 24” Size

For the ultimate in portability a flexible intervention blanket measuring 29” x 24” 
(740 x 610mm) offers a high level of protection during window and other high risk 
entries. This blanket is manufactured from high specification leather and Kevlar, 
although it doesn’t offer any ballistic protection. This blanket is available by special 
order only.

 
Colour - Grey

- Lightweight
- Totally portable
- High protection (Leather/Kevlar)
- 48” x 36” Size

For the ultimate in portability a flexible intervention blanket measuring 48” x 36” 
(1220 x 910mm) offers a high level of protection during window and other high risk 
entries. This blanket is manufactured from high specification leather and Kevlar, 
although it doesn’t offer any ballistic protection. This blanket is available by special 
order only.

Colour - Grey

intervention blanKet (small) - CODE 5016

intervention blanKet (large) - CODE 5017



M E T H O D  O F  E N T R Y

Good quality MoE equipment is an investment that you will want to 
keep looking its best, and with our range of equipment bags you 

can combine the ideal storage solution with something that 
will also help ease tool transportation. It doesn’t matter 

if you want to store a pair of gloves or get an Enforcer 
and Hooligan tool to a target location as discreetly 

as possible, Sigma has the solution for you. 

KEEP yOUR KIT SAFE AND SECURE
storage and carrying equiPment
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enforcer and hooligan tool holdall 
- Transport your Enforcer and Hooli safely - External pockets for smaller items - Easily stored and carried

This custom-made holdall has been developed by us in direct response to the call for safer transportation of our 
‘all you need’ kit of an Enforcer door ram and a 30” Hooligan tool. Open up the easy access top flap, remove 
the top quality, hard wearing Platizote foam lid and you can see that each item has its own cut-out in the 
Platizote internals meaning that there will be zero movement of the tools when in transit.

features
Carrying the Enforcer, Hooligan tool and other related items to a job can sometimes be a little awkward, so to 
help you we have added a combination of a padded drag handle and low friction wheels to enable a quick yet 
covert arrival.

This 2.5kg bag also has three external pockets that are perfect for carrying  
smaller essentials you might need, and the inside top of the bag houses an 
A4 transparent wallet to carry a small amount of documentation.

Developed in conjunction with police operations teams from 
around the UK, this bag is the perfect transportation 
solution that can take us much punishment as the tools 
it encases can hand out!

Weight – 2.5kg                
length – 82cm                
Width – 35cm                  
height – 28cm                 
colour – tactical black

coming 
soon

pre-ordering  
availaBle,  

please call to  
enquire
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storage & carrying

- Able to carry most of Sigma’s tools
- Built to last with superb high quality materials

This extremely well made general tool bag has been 
designed to carry heavy items, and can accommodate 
many of Sigma’s own tools. The thick leather outers 
are very hard wearing and the rigid underlining 
reduces sagging when fully loaded.

Weight - 1.5kg (3.3lbs)   

length - 77cm (30.5”)  Width - 18cm (7”)   colour - sand

- Able to carry most of Sigma’s tools
- 14 Pockets
- Full length zip
- Wire reinforced top edges

This well made general tool bag has been designed 
to carry a range of tools, including many of Sigma’s 
own tools. The outers are very hard wearing with 
rivet reinforcing at stress points. The top edges are 
wire reinforced and the plastic flutes under the base 
reduces sagging when fully loaded. 3 External and 11 
Internal Pockets for all the small items of kit you can’t find a home for!

Material - Heavy Duty Poly   Colour - Drab Green / Black Complete with shoulder strap

- Able to carry most of Sigma’s tools
- High quality material
- Full length zip
- Rivet reinforced at stress points

This well made general tool bag has been designed to 
carry a wide range of tools, including many of Sigma’s 
own tools. The outers are very hard wearing with rivet 
reinforcing at stress points, and the rigid underlining 
reduces sagging when fully loaded.

length - 77cm (30.5”)  Width - 18cm (7”)  Weight - 1kg (2.2lbs)

leather tool bag - CODE 1038

tool bag (large) - CODE 5076

canvas tool bag - CODE 1027



storage & carrying
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- Multi purpose use (Tools,Equipment, Clothing)
- Hard wearing material
- ‘D’ zip for easy access

A small multi-purpose equipment bag made from a hard wearing material with an 
ID holder on the top flap. There are two small pockets on one end, and a large zip 
pocket on the other for all those small items that normally get lost in the main bag. 
Easy access comes via a top D zip, and the bag comes complete with a shoulder 
carrying strap.

colour - black

equiPment bag (small) - CODE 5116

- Multi purpose use (Tools,Equipment, Clothing)
- Hard wearing material
- ‘D’ zip for easy access

This large, great value multi-purpose equipment bag is made from a hard wearing 
material and has ID holders at each end. Easy access is via a top D zip, and the 
bag comes complete with a shoulder carrying strap.

colour - black

dimensions - 71cm x 33cm x 39cm (28” x 13” x 15”)

equiPment bag (large) - CODE 5118

- Multi purpose use (Tools,Equipment,Clothing) 
- Hard wearing material
- ‘D’ zip for easy access

A medium sized multi purpose equipment bag made from hard wearing material 
with ID holder on top. Two small pockets on one end, and large zip pockets on 
the side and other end for all those small items that normally get lost in the main 
bag! Easy access via a top D zip the bag comes complete with shoulder carrying 
strap. Represents great value.

equiPment bag (medium) - CODE 5117
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storage & carrying

- Heavy duty box with recessed handle
- Removable inner tray
- Double latch with padlock eyehole
- Fantastic value

The perfect way to carry a range of tools and 
accessories when you’re on the move, this stainless 
steel tool box looks good, is well built and is easy to 
transport. The clip locks are quick and easy to secure 
while the removable inner tray provides an extra 
solution to your storage needs.

material - stainless steel / plastic surrounds colour - Polished silver / black

Weight - 3.9kg (8.6lbs) length - 57cm (22”) Width - 28cm (11”) height - 27.5cm (11”)

- Designed and manufactured to your spec
- Quality hard wearing materials
- All colours are available
- Loose fit, padded and solid

A complete range of custom made bags is available for 
all our equipment. Made to order, incorporating your 
specific requirements, each bag will provide a durable 
cover to protect your investment in MoE equipment. 
Colours, material, padding and logos may all be 
specified to order. Just call, fax or e-mail for our usual 
immediate response.

tool box 22.5” stainless steel - CODE 5586

custom bags - CODE 1084



M E T H O D  O F  E N T R Y

During an operation you need powerful yet reliable 
light sources, and Sigma’s vast range of lighting 
products can suit every eventuality and budget.

Whether you want searchlights, floodlights, 
flashlights, head torches, rechargeable or non-

rechargeable units, please give us a call and we 
can help you make the right choice.  

  

LIGHTING UP THE WAY
torches and lighting
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The panther torch is a powerful, robust and rechargable twin beam spotlight that is virtually impossible to 
break. The toughened lens and shock resistant polyethylene plastic casing helps the Panther to be used in all 
conditions, while the high and low beams can be operated for 1.5 hours and 4 hours repsectively on a single 
charge. The new panther led uses 9 CREE xP-C LEDs to produce 1500 lumens of light and a 750 metre beam. The 
LEDs also allow a greatly increased running time, 5 hours on full beam and 12 hours on half power. The torch also 
has four modes; full power, half power, flashing and strobe. The panther hid adds the latest in High Intensity 
Discharge xenon lighting. This lamp gives over three times more light output than the regular torch and operates 
for 1.5 hours on main beam, or in excess of 28 hours using the Luxeon 3W Star low beam bulb. All Panthers 
include a mains charger, detachable shoulder strap and an adjustable stand.

codes and prices

Panther torch  code - 5459  

Panther led torch code - 5665   
 
Panther hid torch  code - 5460  

Panther torch range

panther panther led panther hid
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- Small but exceedingly bright
- Five different light modes
- Made with aircraft grade aluminium
- LED lasts for 50,000+ hours

The Pioneer is a small, perfectly formed yet exceedlingly powerful LED flashlight 
that can fit into any pocket. Boasting an impressive 150 lumens, this flashlight is just 
under 10cms in length and utilises the power of its CREE® LED superbly. Operating 
with a single AA battery, the PIONEER has five functions including the ‘strobe’ mode 
used by emergency services to disorientate intruders and criminals and an SOS mode 
for urgent situations.

Battery - 1x 1.5V AA Alkaline battery Light output - 150 lumens

- Extremely powerful LED flashlight
- 6 hours light on 2x AA batteries
- Red, blue and green filters supplied

Utilising the latest xR-E Cree xLAMP LED the Navigotor is one of the most powerful
non-rechargeable LED flashlights available. This high performance torch emits an 
impressive bright white beam, operating for 6 hours. This water resistant flashlight 
comes complete with three colour filters: RED - Night vision; BLUE - Differentiating 
blood and other fluids; GREEN - Map reading and signalling.

Battery - 2x 1.5V AA size Alkaline batteries Light output - 80 lumens

dimensions - 16cm x 3.3cm (l x W)

Pioneer led flashlight - CODE 5626

trio led torch - CODE 5624

navigator led flashlight - CODE 5625

- New LED handlamp
- 13 hours of light per charge
- 300-metre beam
- Weatherproof

The Trio is a rechargeable handlamp with three ultra-
bright LEDs that produce a 300-metre beam that can 
operate for 13 hours per charge. Its clever features 
include an emergency function that turns the torch on 
in the event of a power cut and an automatic shut down 
mode if the battery is fully charged. This weatherproof torch is supplied with mains and vehicle chargers, an 
adjustable shoulder strap and a wall mounting bracket.

Battery - 6V 4 A/h sealed lead acid Light output - 75 lumens

torches & lighting
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- Versatile handheld searchlight
- Virtually unbreakable
- A 1000-metre spot beam

This ultra versatile searchlight, spotlight and worklight has a very 
powerful hi-tech 1 million candle power light, using a 50W xenon bulb 
producing a 1 mile spot beam and a secondary 10W halogen worklight. 
It has a detachable handheld searchlight with coiled lead, rocker 
switch, spot lens and lens protecting rim. It’s virtually unbreakable and 
is ideal for emergency call out situations and many other applications.

Battery - Rechargeable 12v, 7 A/h maintenance free 

dimensions - 25cm x 11.5cm x 28cm (l x W x h)

- Versatile handheld searchlight
- A 1000-metre spot beam

This ultra versatile searchlight, spotlight and worklight has a massively 
powerful LED head that offers a spot beam of 1500 lumens with a 
1000-metre beam. It has four light modes: High, low, flashing and a 
strobe function, operating for 6-13 hours. It has a detachable handheld 
searchlight with a coiled lead, rocker switch, spot lens and lens 
protecting rim and is virtually unbreakable.

Battery - Rechargeable 14.8v, 7.8Ah Li-ion 

dimensions - 27cm x 11.5cm x 28cm (l x W x h)

ns led searchlight - CODE 5656

commander led flashlight - CODE 5627

ns searchlight - CODE 5461

- Light but can be used as a searchlight
- Beam visible from 3 miles away!

The Commander is an incredible flashlight utilising 
the latest in LED technology. Fitted with a high-
powered MC-E CREE® LED it has a very low battery 
drain, and unlike filament bulbs they are unbreakable. 
Lightweight, small and compact, this is the ideal 
flashlight that can easily be used as a searchlight with 
a beam so great it is visible from 3 miles away. The 

Commander has six functions including the ‘strobe’ mode used by the emergency services to disorientate intruders 
and criminals and the ‘SOS’ mode for urgent situations.

Battery - Rechargeable 18650 lithium (2x supplied)   Light output - 700 lumens
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- Powerful twin head LED lighting system
- Five section tilt and turn mast
- Rechargable battery supply

We can now offer this amazing range of portable lighting systems that are perfect 
when a large amount of light is needed in a short amount of time. Using twelve high 
powered CREE LEDs (42W) this incredibly powerful system gives light output of up to 
5200 lumens. It is supplied and incorporated in an outdoor case which will benefit you 
with its robustness, while the complete system can be assembled in seconds.

light output - 5200/2600 lumens  light source - 12x 3.5W cree leds

Running time - 5.5 hrs (high), 16 hrs (low)  Battery - 12V 38 A/h

- Incredibly powerful LED lighting system
- Five section tilt and turn mast
- Rechargable battery supply

We can now offer this amazing range of portable lighting systems that are perfect 
when a large amount of light is needed in a short amount of time. Using twelve high 
powered CREE LEDs (42W) this incredibly powerful system gives light output of up to 
2600 lumens. It is supplied and incorporated in an outdoor case which will benefit you 
with its robustness, while the complete system can be assembled in seconds.

light output - 2600/1300 lumens  running time - 7 hrs (high), 20 hrs (low)

Battery - 12V 24 A/h Light source - 12x 3.5W CREE LEDs

led Portable duo system - CODE 5464

solaris lite Portable system - CODE 5628

led Portable solo system - CODE 5463

- Light, compact area lighting system
- Extendable mast and rotating head
- Extremely robust, dustproof and weatherproof

The lightest and most compact version in the Solaris range has a newly designed lamp 
head containing 18 high-powered CREE LEDs making it extremely powerful. The Solaris 
range offers high/low/flashing options and is designed to pulse every 30 seconds when 
the battery is running low. The Lite has running times of 6 hours on High, 15 hours on 
Low, 30 hours on Flashing and a 600 hours standby. The battery is within the robust 
outdoor case, and the entire system can be operational within seconds.

Battery - Rechargeable 12V 17 A/h   

light output - 1500 lumens (low) / 3000 lumens (high)

torches & lighting
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- Powerful 230V AC portable floodlight
- Up to 27 units can be linked
- Tough and keeps cool

The Starlite AC is powerful 230V AC portable floodlight that uses 3x 36W fluorescent 
tubes that give a light output equivalent to a 750W tungsten light. Up to 27 units can 
be linked together at one time to create an awesome light source. A 3.5m tripod is  
an option.

Light output - 8700 lumens Bulbs - 3x 36W fluorescent 

dimensions - 49.5cm x 11cm x 28.5cm (l x W x h) total weight - 6.5kg

- The most powerful portable rechargeable floodlight available
- Silent operation

The Megastar is the most powerful portable rechargeable floodlight around. It uses 
4x 36W fluorescent tubes giving a light output equivalent to a 1000W tungsten light. 
The unit is supplied with a light head, extendable tripod, 12V 24A/h or 38A/h power 
pack and an intelligent mains charger. This kit is suitable for Emergency Services, 
Police Incident Units and other temporary lighting needs, and six units combined will 
illuminate an area the size of a training football pitch.

light output - 11600 lumens  running time - 2 hrs (high), 6 hrs (low)

starlite ac floodlight - CODE 5467

led Portable quattro system - CODE 5465

megastar rechargable flood - CODE 5466

- Powerful quad head LED lighting system
- Five section tilt and turn mast
- Rechargable battery supply

We can now offer this amazing range of portable lighting systems that are perfect 
when a large amount of light is needed in a short amount of time. Using twelve high 
powered CREE LEDs (42W) this incredibly powerful system gives light output of up to 
10400 lumens. It is supplied and incorporated in an outdoor case which will benefit 
you with its robustness, while the complete system can be assembled in seconds.

light output - 10400/5200 lumens light source - 12x 3.5W cree leds

Running time - 3 hrs (high), 8 hrs (low)  Battery - 12V 38 A/h
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- Six multi-mode LED warning lights
- Perfect for traffic control and hazards
- Shock resistant and waterproof

The multi-mode, rechargeable LED Pulsar warning lights are designed to aid 
traffic control, signalling, hazard awareness and vehicle safety. Supplied as 
a set of six in yellow or blue, these small but robust units are manufactured 
in a shock resistant plastic housing, are waterproof up to 10 metres, are 
virtually indestructible and can last for upto 60 hours on one charge. 
Incorporated magnets allow attachment to vehicles or any metal surfaces. 
Ingeniously designed, the PULSAR is charged within its case via the integral 
metal sensors, using either the supplied mains or vehicle chargers.

light output - 10400/5200 lumens  

light source - 12x 3.5W cree leds  

running time - 3 hrs (high), 8 hrs (low) 

Battery - 12V 38 A/h

Pulsar rechargeable  
led Warning lights - CODE 5649
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- Ideal for forensic purposes
- Water resistant
- Shatterproof lens

The Discovery is one of the most powerful non-rechargeable LED flashlights 
available. Utilising the latest LED technology this high performance torch produces 
an impressive bright white beam. You can opt for various operation settings (high, 
low or flashing), each emitting a different running time of 60 hours (high), 240 hours 
(low) and 200 hours (flashing). The water resistant flashlight comes complete with a 
carrying strap and red, blue and green coloured filters, while a diffused filter that is 
ideal for forensic purposes is optional.

Battery - 2x C-size Alkaline

- Three different light settings
- Weatherproof and shock resistant
- Wall charging bracket

The Voyager is one of the most powerful rechargeable LED flashlights available. 
Utilising the latest LED technology this high performance torch emits an impressive 
bright white beam, operating for 2.5 hours per charge. It has three output modes: 
high - 100%, 30% intensity and flashing, which gives a running time of 2.5 hours (100%) 
to 5.5 hours (30%). The flashlight can be continuously charged on its wall-mounted 
charger so it can be used at any time.

Battery - 3.6V 2.2A/h Li-ion

discovery flashlight - CODE 5471

exPlorer flashlight - CODE 5469

voyager flashlight - CODE 5470

- Adjustable focus spot to flood
- Weatherproof and shock resistant
- Rechargeable

The Explorer is one of the most powerful rechargeable LED flashlights available, 
utilising the latest technology LED that has an 100,000-hour life and is totally 
unbreakable. With this high performance LED and its precision lens and reflector, it 
produces an amazingly powerful beam, operating for 2.5 hours per charge.

Battery - 3.6V 2A/h Li-ion  Dimensions - 17.4cm x 4.9cm (L x Dia.)

Weight - 250g
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- Dual power switch
- Water and dustproof to IP67
- Up to 12hrs continuous operation
- 20W halogen bulb

Combining state of the art electronics with practical design the IL60 is a ‘go anywhere’ 
product that will not let you down. Its features include a dual power switch, a 20 watt 
halogen bulb, a 5mm toughened glass lens, light output of 90,000 candlepower and it’s 
waterproof to IP67 (the torch floats beam up). The kit comes complete with a shoulder 
strap, a 12-30 volt DC car charger and a 230 volt AC mains charger.

dimensions - 12.1cm x 12.1cm x 21.6cm (5” x 5” x 8” approx.)

- Versatile and rechargeable LED light
- Ideal for searching confined spaces
- Shock and water resistant

This rechargeable cordless LED inspection light uses 36 super bright LEDs and has a 
highly polished reflector to enhance the even spread of light output. It is powered 
by a high capacity Ni-MH battery and has two mode outputs, constant on or flashing, 
operating continuously for 3.5 hours. It is housed in a heavy-duty oil resistant ABS 
case, and is perfect for searching areas such as lofts, garages or under floorboards. It 
comes supplied with with mains and vehicle chargers, a red warning lens, a hanging 
hook and a mounting base.

Battery - 3.6V Ni-MH Weight - 1.13kg Colour - Blue/grey

il60 torch (nicd battery) - CODE 1019

trigger sPotlight - CODE 5657

36 led insPection lamP - CODE 5658

- Gives a long range spot beam
- Compact and lightweight
- Can run for 24 hours per charge

This rechargeable spotlight is compact, lightweight and gives a brilliant long distance 
spot beam. Using the CREE xR-E Q5 LED the Trigger generates an impressive 210 
lumens on high and 100 lumens on low. There’s an easy to use trigger-style switch 
with a secondary 3-mode selector switch featuring High/Low/Strobe. This spotlight is 
ideal where high performance and long running times are required.

Battery - 4.8v 2200 mA/h   Running time - 2.5 hrs / 24 hrs  

colour - blue/black

torches & lighting
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- For use in hazardous conditions
- Water and dustproof to IP66
- Up to 12hrs continuous operation
- 2.4W halogen (T3) bulb
 
The IL80 rechargeable handlight is a rugged, high performance torch for use in 
hazardous areas. The casing is made from a tough, durable anti-static material, 
allowing the torch to perform in the most demanding environments. A dual power 
switch allows you to obtain the ideal combination of beam power or usage time. 
The IL80 is waterproof and dustproof to IP66 and explosion protected to EEx. With a 
toughened glass lens, up to 12 hours continuous operation can be expected from its 
6V Nicad battery.

il60 torch (nimh battery) - CODE 5502

il80 torch - CODE 5120

- Dual power switch / 20W halogen bulb
- Water and dustproof to IP67
- Up to 18hrs continuous operation
 
Combining state of the art electronics with practical design the IL60 is a ‘go 
anywhere’ product that will not let you down. Its features include a dual power 
switch, a 20 watt halogen bulb, 5mm toughened glass lens, light output of 90,000 
candlepower and it’s waterproof to IP67 (the torch floats beam up). The kit comes 
complete with a shoulder strap, a 12-30 volt DC car charger and a 230 volt AC mains 
charger. The NiMH battery offers a much longer glow time between charges than the 
NiCd equivalent.

dimensions - 12.1cm x 12.1cm x 21.6cm (5” x 5” x 8” approx.)



M E T H O D  O F  E N T R Y

When the human eye can no longer provide us with 
a sufficient visual there is always help at hand 

with Sigma’s Photography and Night vision range.

We can provide the most modern, cutting 
edge technology available whilst remaining 

practical and affordable.

COVERT SURVEILLANCE
PhotograPhy & night vision 
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- 20-50x magnification
- Wide angle lens
- Rubber armoured body
- Complete with tripod

This unique scope features the Newtonian Reflector system, a wide-angle lens and fully 
multi-coated optics wrapped in a light, compact and rugged rubber-armoured body. An 
ideal tool in any covert operation, this scope comes with its own carry case and ultra 
sturdy three-legged tripod. A waterproof version is also available at extra cost.

Image Magnification - 20x to 50x  Field Of View @1000m - 44m/145’

Dimensions - 24cm x 11cm x 7.6cm (scope only)   Weight - 1.3kg 

night vision monocular, hornet - CODE 5458

variable PoWer sPotting scoPe -  CODE 5456

variable PoWer sPotting scoPe Kit - CODE 5457

- 20-50x magnification
- Wide angle lens
- Rubber armoured body
- Waterproof version available

This unique scope features the Newtonian Reflector system, a wide-angle lens and 
fully multi-coated optics wrapped in a light, compact and rugged rubber-armoured 
body. An ideal tool in any covert operation, this scope comes with its own carry case 
and built-in tripod socket. A waterproof version is also available at extra cost.

Image Magnification - 20x to 50x  Field Of View @1000m - 44m/145’ 

dimensions - 24cm x 11cm x 7.6cm  Weight - 700g/25oz  

- Ultra lightweight and compact
- LCD screen
- Infra red illuminator
- Magnification - 5x

Incorporating the latest in night vision technology in its class, the Hornet 
is ultra compact yet extremely versatile. Powered by two AA Alkaline 
batteries (not included) the Hornet features an LCD screen for viewing 
purposes, or you can take advantage of the Video Out socket which 
allows the user to attach a monitor or recording device. The 5x image 
magnification and built-in 808nm infra red illuminator round off the talents of this excellent value monocular.

Image Magnification - 5x  Field Of View - 5 degrees
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- Well proven night vision binocular
- 3x magnifcation
- Built-in IR Illuminator

The high quality of the Meteor provides the user with a bright and clear image for 
night surveillance. The Meteor’s design has a viewing range of 15 degrees and comes 
with a built-in IR illuminator and a protective pouch. 

dimensions - 20cm x 16.4cm x 6.8cm (7.75” x 6.5” x 2.75”)

Lens - 80mm f1.6  Battery - 1x CR123A (not supplied)

range - 3 - 140m (10 - 459ft)

- Rugged, rubber armoured body
- Compact and lightweight
- Water resistant
- Built-in infrared illuminator

Combining high technology within a rugged, water resistant body, the Tracker is ideal 
for those users who need an all-weather, all-purpose night vision binocular. Light and 
compact, the Tracker’s powerful IR illuminator improves the quality of observation at 
a distance of up to 150m.

dimensions - 17.5cm x 12.3cm x 7.2cm field of view - 30°

Battery - 1x CR123A (not supplied) Range - 200m Colour - Blue / black

night vision binocular, meteor - CODE 5449

night vision monocular, exelon - CODE 5428

night vision binocular, tracKer - CODE 5056

- Superb all-round night vision monocular
- Ideal for observing moving objects
- 3x magnifcation
- Showerproof body

The Exelon comes packed with the latest lens technology providing a distortion free, 
crisp and precise image. It has an excellent viewing range, a wide field of view and 
works well under harsh field conditions. Overall there’s not much that can compare 
to the Exelon’s value for money.

dimensions - 19cm x 8.7cm x 6cm  range - 230-270m 

Battery - 1x CR123A (not supplied)  Field of view: 13.5°

PhotograPhy & night vision
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scoPe / camera WindoW mount - CODE 5149

- Sturdy construction
- Fully adjustable
- Can be used on fences
- Scope not included

A high quality, precision made car window scope / camera / camcorder mount 
for accurate, steady shots. It’s fully adjustable and can also be used on fences or 
appropriate surfaces. Note: This does not include the scope or camera.

colour - black



M E T H O D  O F  E N T R Y

In the event of an emergency, or just for basic crowd 
control, nothing can beat the simplicity of one of our 

battery-powered megaphones. They offer amazing 
clarity, portability and reliability, ensuring that every 

word can be heard when they matter the most.

However, when things need to be taken to 
the next level you can’t beat our range of 

SoundCommander products. Engineered for 
the highest voice clarity over the widest 

area coverage possible, these portable 
and fixed installation systems have to 
been seen and heard to be believed, 

so feel free to call us for more 
information or a demonstration.

MAKE yOURSELF HEARD
loudsPeaKers & hailing devices
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If you need a powerful, deployable wide area mass notification emergency public address / warning system 
that can be transported easily and quickly placed in operation then the six speaker 3500 Command Centre is for 
you. It’s ability to project a powerful 128dB crystal clear voice or warning siren over areas encompassing a full 
360-degrees coverage up to a diameter of 1600-metres is simply amazing. Further features include a 300-watt 
auto trigger power amplifier / control module, a rechargeable battery pack, waterproof outdoor connectors, 
heavy duty cabling, an adjustable tripod, padded cases, accessory bag and a hard shell storage case.

sc3500 giant voice system - CODE 5515

clEar and POwErfUl PrOjEcTiOn 
- Mass notification PA / warning system
- Easy to transport and set up
- Gives 360-degree coverage at 1600m
- Projects a clear yet powerful 128dB
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- Gives the SC1000 wireless capability
- Switchable power supply
- External loudspeaker plus case and tripod
- Nato No.5999015423252

The Expansion Package upgrades the SC1000CP to full system capability and includes 
a wireless remote SC VHF transmitter that operates to a range of 200 metres, 
a second SC microphone, an external 60W loudspeaker with a 50ft (16m) cable 
and padded case, a switchable DC power supply, a heavy duty adjustable tripod 
equipment stand with case and a hard military-grade transport/storage case with 
a pull handle and wheels. Other SoundCommander accessories can be purchased 
seperately - please contact us for further details.

sc1000 exPansion PacKage set - CODE 5406

sc1000 loudsPeaKer system - CODE 5163

- Mega sound anywhere, anytime
- Totally portable (carry in back pack)
- 1km (3300ft) range
- Nato No.5830015423264

Built to the toughest spec for military parachute 
drops, this portable loudspeaker system has got to 
be heard to be believed! It generates a quality so 
remarkable that it can span distances of up to 2/3 
of a mile (over 1km), yet the system is so small it 
can fit under an aircraft seat and is light enough 
to be carried in one hand. It can be mounted on a 
land, sea or air vehicle, in a fixed site installation, 
and you can even carry over your shoulder, on 
your back or by hand. You don’t even need a 
permanent power supply as it comes complete 
with a rechargeable battery pack. Current users 
include Military, Law Enforcement, Fire and Rescue, 
Disaster, Prison, Intelligence and many other 
Government Specialist agencies.

loudsPeaKer & hailing devices
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- Gives the SC1300 wireless capability
- Internal 12V Rechargable Battery Pack
- 2x external 60W loudspeakers and cases
- 2x tripods, transport cases

The Expansion Package upgrades the SC1000CP to full system capability and  
includes a wireless remote SC VHF transmitter that operates to a range 
of 200 metres, a second SC microphone, an external 60W loudspeaker 
with a 50ft (16m) cable and padded case, a switchable DC power supply, 
a heavy duty adjustable tripod equipment stand with case and a hard 
military-grade transport/storage case with a pull handle and wheels. Other 
SoundCommander accessories can be purchased seperately - please contact 
us for further details.

- Mega Sound Anywhere, Anytime and totally portable
- Be heard over a mile away!
- All contained within rugged housing

Built to the toughest spec for military parachute drops, this totally portable 
horizontal three-speaker system has got to be heard to be believed! It 
generates a quality so remarkable that it can span distances of up to 1-mile 
(1.5km). It can be mounted on land, at sea or on a vehicle, can be used with 
its own or an existing power source and even folds up into its own locking case 
complete with an integral carry handle. Further features include a three-tone 
siren, a 300-watt power amplifier, 2x XLR audio inputs and one wireless unit 
volume input, 50’ (16m) heavy duty connection cable, a 5’ - 8’ 9” (1.5m - 
2.67m) adjustable tripd and levelling leg and a padded transport case.

sc3300 three sPeaKer system - CODE 5514

sc1300 Wireless loudsPeaKer - CODE 5508 

sc1300 exPanded 3-sPeaKer set - CODE 5509

- Mega sound anywhere, anytime
- Rugged and lightweight
- Totally portable (carry in back pack)
- 1km (3300ft) range

Built to the toughest spec for military parachute drops, this totally 
portable loudspeaker system has got to be heard to be believed! It 
generates a quality so remarkable that it can span distances of up to 2/3 
of a mile (over 1km), yet the system is so small it can fit under an aircraft 
seat and is light enough to be carried in one hand. The SC1300 has all 
the features of the SC1000 yet adds an internal/external speaker select 
mode and a pair of backpack straps. Current users include Military, Law 
Enforcement, Fire and Rescue, Disaster, Prison, Intelligence and many 
other Government Specialist Agencies.
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alertcommander Portable message system - 
£3,385.00 - CODE 5521

sc3600 long range sixsPeaKer - CODE 5407

sc3660 long range sixsPeaKer - CODE 5517

loudsPeaKer & hailing devices

- Pre-recorded message delivery system - Fully portable, touch screen 
- A natural addition to a SoundCommander - Download messages from your PC

The AlertCommander is a pre-recorded alert, warning and message delivery system 
that works with any SoundCommander system. Giving the operator the capability 
to better command situations, this portable messaging system includes a unique 
and easy-to-use software program that enables the user to download, manipulate, 
record, edit and save messages and warning tones on their PC. The operator can later select, 
then upload and use any number of high quality pre-recorded sound or warning tone files, in any language, through 
the AlertCommander’s output station. This kit can prove essential in any situation, and once used you can never do 
without! Military spec hard transport case + 1000 dernier Cordura nylon field case available at an extra cost of £50.00.

- Includes an EMI Internal Protective case
- Totally Portable
- Gives a continuous and clear 134dB
- Has a range of up to 1.5-miles (2500m)

Built to the toughest specification for military parachute drops, this portable 
loudspeaker system has got to be heard to be believed! It generates a quality so 
remarkable that it can span distances of up to 1.5-miles (over 2.5km). It can be 
mounted on land, at sea or on a vehicle, can be used with its own or an existing 
power source, while its flexible three-speaker array cases can be stacked one on 
top of the other or seperated. Differing from the 3600 system, the 3660 features an 
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) Internal Protectve case finish, as well as being 
supplied with two 100’ (30m) heavy duty connection cables and a guy wire tie  
down system.

- Mega Sound Anywhere, Anytime
- Totally Portable
- Gives a continuous and clear 134dB
- Has a range of up to 1.5-miles (2500m)

Built to the toughest specification for military parachute drops, this portable 
loudspeaker system has got to be heard to be believed! It generates a quality so 
remarkable that it can span distances of up to 1.5-miles. It can be mounted on land, 
at sea or on a vehicle, can be used with its own or an existing power source, while 
its flexible three-speaker aluminium array cases can be stacked one on top of the 
other or seperated. Further features include a three-tone siren, a 300-watt power 
amplifier, two XLR audio inputs and one wireless unit volume input, two 50’ (16m) 
heavy duty connection cables, two 5’ - 8’ 9” (1.5m - 2.67m) adjustable tripods and 
levelling legs and a pair of padded transport cases.
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- Coiled lead, trigger switch and volume control
- ABS moulded bodies
- Adjustable shoulder strap
- Built in siren

A robust and reliable 20W megaphone that offers clear sound over long distance 
for emergency evacution, public address, rescue operation and crowd control. This 
in-line microphone with a coiled lead, trigger switch and volume control features an 
adjustable shoulder strap, ABS moulded bodies as well as a built in siren. Power is 
supplied by a battery or a 12V DC external connection.

range - 0.3km (depending on terrain and conditions)  

output - 16W rated, 20W max

- Built in anti-feedback microphone
- Rugged ABS construction
- Volume control
- 0.7 to 1km range

A powerful, hand-held megaphone manufactured from tough durable ABS. It features 
a lockable push-to-talk button, a volume control at the mic and a switchable siren. 
Power is supplied by either batteries or vehicle 12V DC operation. A carrying handle, 
shoulder strap and a connection cable for vehicles is also included.

Power - 25W max range - 0.7 - 1km dimensions - 34 x 23cm

Power Supply - 8x C’ Type Batteries (not supplied) 

megaPhone 25W - CODE 5201

megaPhone 20W (shoulder slung) - CODE 5200

soundcommander accessories
- Massive range of add-ons
- Wireless capabilities available
- Cables, extensions, cases, speakers, etc
- Prices from £33

The beauty of the SoundCommander range is that you can personalise your 
package to suit exactly your needs thanks to a massive range of accessories 
on offer. We can supply virtually anything you can imagine including 
extra speaker cabling and connectors, transport and storage cases, extra 
batteries, a range of microphones and stands and wireless transmitters and 
receivers. Whatever your needs may be please do not hesitate to contact us 
for further details on this comprehensive range of equipment.
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megaPhone 35W - CODE 5163

loudsPeaKer & hailing devices

- Manufactured from tough, durable ABS
- Lockable push to talk button
- Switchable siren
- Volume control

A powerful, hand-held megaphone manufactured from tough durable ABS. It features 
a lockable push-to-talk button, a volume control at the mic and a switchable siren. 
Power is supplied by either batteries or vehicle 12V DC operation. A carrying handle, 
shoulder strap and a connection cable for vehicles is also included.

Output Power - 35W max SPL @1W/1m - 122dB

Batteries - 8x C Type (not supplied)  Weight - 2.5kg 



M E T H O D  O F  E N T R Y

Everything has a weakness and vehicles 
are no exception to the rule. If you take 
out the part of a vehicle that is in direct 
contact with the road you can render it 

useless and disabled.

Whether you are trying to stop a 
vehicle in a hurry or to prevent a 

stationary vehicle from fleeing then 
Sigma have got the options for you.

NO NONSENSE AND EFFECTIVE 
vehicle arresting
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- Compact and lightweight
- Fast deployment
- Proven design and 2 year guarantee

Stinger is a compact, lightweight, non-reflective, highly effective tyre deflating device. 
Its hollow spikes are released into the vehicle’s tyres resulting in a slow controlled 
deflation. The bi-directional rocking arm is effective when run over from either 
direction at all speeds. During the first revolution of the tyre the hollow spikes enter 
and detach from the retaining cups. During the second revolution the spikes are driven 
into the tyre to their full depth (40mm / 1.5”). The system is durable, withstanding 
speeds up to 115mph (185kph) and is manufactured from a tough elastomeric nylon 
polymer in non-rust stainless steel.
The Stinger is available in three sizes: ZC-M, 3m (10ft) - 3.6kg (8lbs); ZC-1, 4.7m 
(15.5ft) -

- Heavy duty wheel clamps
- Fits a range of cars, trailers and caravans
- TUV approved

When a car, caravan or trailer needs securing in a hurry nothing can beat our range of 
wheel clamps. They have not only been TÜV approved but have been attack tested and 
approved by Sold Secure, meaning that these are one of the most effective products 
on the market.

Please call us for further details on which clamps fit which sizes of wheels and tyres.

- Low cost
- Small - fits in a pocket
- Always ready for use
- Two seconds to deploy

The Rat-Trap 2 is a small, pocket-sized tyre deflator that is designed to prevent 
stationary vehicles from fleeing. Simply remove from your pocket, open and place 
it under the suspect’s car tyre. If the suspect attempts to drive off the tyre will be 
punctured and deflate forcing the vehicle to slow and stop.

Weight - 84g (3oz) 
 
dimensions - 5.6cm x 10.2cm x 2.3cm (2.2” x 4” x 1”)

stinger sPiKe system - CODE 5029

Wheel clamPs - CODE 5490

rat-traP 2 tyre deflator - CODE 5030

vehicle arresting
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M E T H O D  O F  E N T R Y

There are always items that don’t fit neatly 
into a suitable category and these are ours! 

That doesn’t mean that they should be 
overlooked though as we have some 

very useful items to interest you.  

YOUR MOE ODDS AND ENDS
general equiPment 
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- 20-50x magnification
- Wide angle lens
- Rubber armoured body
- Complete with tripod

This unique scope features the Newtonian Reflector system, a wide-angle lens and fully 
multi-coated optics wrapped in a light, compact and rugged rubber-armoured body. An 
ideal tool in any covert operation, this scope comes with its own carry case and ultra 
sturdy three-legged tripod. A waterproof version is also available at extra cost.

Image Magnification - 20x to 50x  Field Of View @1000m - 44m/145’

Dimensions - 24cm x 11cm x 7.6cm (scope only)   Weight - 1.3kg 

night vision monocular, hornet - £209.99 - CODE 5458

- 20-50x magnification
- Wide angle lens
- Rubber armoured body
- Waterproof version available

This unique scope features the Newtonian Reflector system, a wide-angle lens and 
fully multi-coated optics wrapped in a light, compact and rugged rubber-armoured 
body. An ideal tool in any covert operation, this scope comes with its own carry case 
and built-in tripod socket. A waterproof version is also available at extra cost.

Image Magnification - 20x to 50x  Field Of View @1000m - 44m/145’ 

dimensions - 24cm x 11cm x 7.6cm  Weight - 700g/25oz  

- Ultra lightweight and compact
- LCD screen
- Infra red illuminator
- Magnification - 5x

Incorporating the latest in night vision technology in its class, the Hornet 
is ultra compact yet extremely versatile. Powered by two AA Alkaline 
batteries (not included) the Hornet features an LCD screen for viewing 
purposes, or you can take advantage of the Video Out socket which 
allows the user to attach a monitor or recording device. The 5x image 
magnification and built-in 808nm infra red illuminator round off the talents of this excellent value monocular.

Image Magnification - 5x  Field Of View - 5 degrees

- Recommended pegs for use with our rigs
- Provides a challenge for any tool
- Can be ordered in any number

As used by Sigma’s own training team, these hardwood pegs are cheap 
to buy, easy to install in our rig locking system and provide a challenge 
for any MOE tool. They can be bought in any number you wish, from 1 to 
10,000.

Peg dimensions - 19 x 19 x 250mm - £0.51 - code 1098

 22 x 22 x 250mm - £0.62 - code 1098

- Only fluid recommended for Rabbit tools
- Fire resistant
- 1-litre container
- Useful for topping up

This is the only fluid recommended by Hurst (IDEX) Inc for use with their Rabbit, Jack 
Rabbit and Mini Cutter tools (Phosphocent Non-Haz Anti-Inflamm). Supplied in a 1-litre 
plastic bottle, this will always prove handy when you need to top up your tool reservoirs.

Weight - 1.3kg  colour - blue

- Replacement battery for Door Breakers
- High spec battery
- Heavy duty deep cycle
- No maintenance needed

The only battery recommended for use with the Door Breaker. With its high 
specification this heavy duty, deep cycle battery will breathe new life into your Door 
Breaker and keep it at its optimum performance for longer. The unit is sealed for life 
and no maintenance is needed. Please note - Brand may vary but rest assured will be 
the best available on the market.

Weight - 4kg (9lbs)  Colour - Black/Grey

training rig Pegs - 19x19x250mm - 22x22x250mm

PhosPhate ester fluid (litre) - CODE 1093

door breaKer battery 12v - CODE 5150

general equiPment
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- Perfect cutting of PVC drain pipes
- 18V battery powered
- Soft grip
- Fast 1-hour charge time

Cut wood and PVC fast, anywhere, anytime. This saw is perfect for 
PVC down and drain pipes, and the powerful 18V battery gives a strong 
cutting stroke of 19mm. There is an electronic speed control and it 
goes from 0-2100 rpm. The saw has a 90mm cutting capacity in wood 
and a soft grip for optimum comfort. It comes supplied with 1-hour 
charger and a blade.

Power - 18V 1300Mah battery pack

- Perfect cutting of PVC drain pipes
- 24V battery powered
- Spare battery
- Fast 1-hour charge time

Cut wood and PVC fast, anywhere, anytime. This saw is perfect for 
PVC down and drain pipes, and the powerful 24V battery gives two 
strong cutting strokes of 19 and 32mm. There is an electronic speed 
acceleration switch with brake and a soft grip for optimum comfort. It 
comes supplied with 1-hour charger, a carry case, two 2.0Ah batteries 
and two blades.

Power - 24V 1300Mah battery pack Weight - 3.9kg (8.5lb)

18v cordless sabre saW - CODE 5142

glass Punch - CODE 5139

24v cordless sabre saW - CODE 5138

- Spring loaded glass breaking tool
- Fully adjustable pressure
- Max setting = 50lb hammer strike
- Useful for double glazing units

Hand-operated covert glass breaking is made easy with this fully 
adjustable spring loaded glass punch. On its maximum setting the force 
generated at its tip is equal to a 50lb (22.7kg) hammer strike. This is a 
true professional’s tool that will last for years.

Weight - 198g (7oz)

colour - black

general equiPment
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animal control looPonocular, hornet - 
£209.99 - CODE 5458- Ultra lightweight and compact
- LCD screen
- Infra red illuminator
- Magnification - 5x

Incorporating the latest in night vision technology in its class, the Hornet 
is ultra compact yet extremely versatile. Powered by two AA Alkaline 
batteries (not included) the Hornet features an LCD screen for viewing 
purposes, or you can take advantage of the Video Out socket which 
allows the user to attach a monitor or recording device. The 5x image 
magnification and built-in 808nm infra red illuminator round off the talents of this excellent value monocular.

Image Magnification - 5x  Field Of View - 5 degrees

- Small 3” (75mm) steel blade
- Unique design weighs less than 3oz
- Folds into its own protective nylon case
- Everyone should have one

With a unique design this ligature knife can be carried in a shirt pocket or even fitted 
to your key ring. It’s completely safe to carry anywhere and instantly ready for action. 
This is a ‘must have’ for every team member!

dimensions - 7.5cm long (3”approx)  
 
Weight - 60g (2.6oz)  colour - chrome

- For controlling an aggressive animal
- Plastic covering to minimise discomfort
- Other sizes are available

This basic grasper comprises of an aluminum tubular handle and a non-
kinking, plastic covered, braided steel lanyard. The lanyard has a fixed 
loop at the end which can be used for tethering an animal during a raid or 
in transit. Parts in contact with the animal are plastic covered and there 
are strategically placed hand-grips.

length - 99cm (other sizes are available)

Weight - 1kg (2lb 3oz)

- 15cm (6”) carbon steel blade
- MoD pattern
- Hardwood handle
- Complete with leather case

Based on a Ministry of Defence pattern for non-intrusive, low damage rescue and 
release, this top quality knife features a 15cm (6”) concave carbon steel blade with 
curved hardwood handle. It comes complete with full grain leather sheath.

dimensions - 30cm long (12”approx)

Weight - 90g (4oz)  colour - chrome / Wood

‘911’ ligature Knife - CODE 5152

animal control looP - CODE 5485

rescue/release/ligature Knife - CODE 5088

general equiPment
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M E T H O D  O F  E N T R Y

The old saying ‘practice makes perfect’ is especially 
true in our field, and you can’t afford to be anything 

else when you are conducting a live entry on a 
premises. But where do you practice? On one of 

Sigma’s custom-made training rigs of course. 

It doesn’t matter if you want a 
single door to hone your skills 
on or a two-storey, multi-door 
construction complete with a 
roof, gates and corridors we 

can build it to your spec. The 
only limit to what we can build 

is your imagination! Please 
contact us and we can take 

you through every step of a rig 
build from the initial enquiry 

to the final installation.  

THERE ARE NO LIMITS
training rigs
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rig manufacture -  

training rigs
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- Flexible and proven design - Installation and commissioning - Fixed price ‘turn-key’ service

Use our years of experience in operational training and manufacturing to your advantage and let the experts 
design, build and install a practice rig to exactly your own specification. 1, 2 or 3 lanes with any number of 
inward and outward opening doors and gates are available, in both static or mobile forms. Window and uPVC 
door practice frames can also be supplied, along with shotgun rigs that provide unlimited entry practice in 
complete safety. Each rig is a quality product that will withstand years of punishment with minimal maintenance. 
Join the growing number of forces using Sigma rigs and keep your H&S training costs down to minimum.

custom  
made for  

your needs
call us to discuss  
& we’ll Be happy  

to help



M E T H O D  O F  E N T R Y

From complete beginners courses to advanced training, take 
advantage of our vast MoE knowledge and experience to instruct 

you on the best ways to safely gain entry with speed, control and 
minimal damage. We are completely flexible when it comes to 

training, and we can arrange anything from a course on a single 
tool to a multi-day session covering every aspect of MoE. What is 

also guaranteed is that 
each student will come 

away with improved 
knowledge and a fresh 

range of skills. 

It doesn’t matter if 
you haven’t got your 

own training facilities 
as we can run courses 

at our own site in 
south-east London 
or we can visit you 

at your convenience 
with our mobile 
rig. We at Sigma 
have got all the 

bases covered to 
make your training 

as smooth and 
effective  

as possible.

FOR THE BEGINNER TO THE ExPERIENCED
training courses
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training courses -  

training courses
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- Tailored to your requirements  - ‘Refresher’ courses  -‘Hands-on’ instruction on latest tools

Each course is drawn together from your requirements. It is possible to combine basic, intermediate, advanced 
and firearms courses all in one visit as we have both fixed and mobile door, gate, window and shotgun rigs 
for hands-on instruction and practice. Courses can be run at our training facility in SE London or, subject to 
numbers, at your own location. The tools covered are the Enforcer range, Hooligan Tools, Sledgehammer and 
Axe, Pry Bar and Hinge Puller, Crowsfoot, Rabbit, Hydraulic Ram, Door Breaker, Blower and Thermic Cutting Kits. 
Our courses include MOE tools and techniques; stills and video presentation; Health and Safety issues; hands-on 
instruction and practice; written and verbal exams and debrief. Successful candidates will receive a certificate 
of competance of tools used.

you  
tell us! 

and we’ll cater  
your training  

course to your  
specific needs



M E T H O D  O F  E N T R Y

The last thing you need on an operation is for your kit 
to fail due to poor maintenance, so it is important 

to regularly inspect and service your fleet. We 
take as much care servicing and repairing your 

equipment as we did building it, and you can 
expect value for money, a professional service 

and high quality parts from the only people 
who know your equipment inside out.

It doesn’t matter if your kit is bent, broken, 
leaking or smashed to bits Sigma can repair it 

- we haven’t been beaten by anything yet! 

Sigma won’t hold you to any rigid servicing 
schedules that will cost you a fortune 

either. We offer tailored advice as we are 
aware that every team is different and 

equipment varies from light to frequent 
use, so we want you to have control as 

to when you want us to care for your 
equipment. Give us a call and let us 

know your requirements. 

Remember, no job is too big or too 
small for us, so if your Rabbit is tired 

or your Door Breaker is running out 
of steam then let us bring it back 

up to operational speed. 

KEEP yOUR KIT UP TO SCRATCH
servicing and rePairs 
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servicing and rePairs
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equiPment rePairs & servicing 
- Keep your equipment in operation 
- We can repair virtually anything 
- More cost effective than buying a new tool

Every piece of equipment Sigma manufactures and sells is designed to stand the rigours of everyday use, but 
every so often there will be the occasional repair needed. However, our repair programme can keep tools out of 
operation for the minimum amount of time and returned to you in as good as new condition. It doesn’t matter 
whether something is buckled or broken, leaking or lying dormant, our trained technicians can revive your tools 
using official spares and years of knowledge. Please call us to talk through your repair needs and we’ll get your 
tools back in action.


